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INSIDE: WINERIES • LIVE MUSIC • DINING • EVENTS & FUN!

Join us in Ohio Wine Country
OLD FIREHOUSE
WINERY

5499 Lake Road East
Geneva-on-the Lake, Ohio
Open 7 days year round!
See inside back cover for music listing
www.oldfirehousewinery.com
1-800-UNCORK-1

Join us for live music!
See pg. 7 for schedule

HOURS

Tasting Room: Mon. & Tues. 10-5, Wed. &
Thurs. 10-8, Fri. & Sat. 10-9, Sun. 1-6

Restaurant:

Wed. & Thurs. 12-8, Fri. & Sat. 12-9,
Sun. 1-6

6451 N. RIVER RD., HARPERSIELD, OHIO

Hours: Wed. and Thurs. 3-7
Fri. and Sat. 12 - 8 • Sun. 12 - 6
Closed Mon. and Tues.
WWW.HUNDLEY CELLARS.COM

5585 N. River W, Geneva, Ohio 44041
(440) 466-8466
www.ferrantewinery.com

Hand Crafted Award-Winning Wines
FOR ENTERTAINMENT AND
EVENTS, SEE OUR AD ON PG. 7

Hours: Mon.& Tue. closed, Wed. noon-5,
Thu. noon-7, Fri. & Sat. noon-9,
Sun. noon-5
4573 Rt. 307 East, Harpersfield, Oh
440.415.0661

www.laurellovineyards.com
wineabit@laurellovineyards.com

Estate Vineyards & Estate Wines
Summer Hours

Mon. thru Thu. 12-6 • Fri. & Sat. 12-8 • Sun. 12-6
Beginning in June, Friday hours 12 to 10pm, Saturday 12 to 9pm.

Join us under the pavilion for live music Saturdays 5 – 8pm!
Friday music starting June 3rd 7 – 10pm

Sat. May 7th - Joe Hosey
Sat. May 14th - Fred Burazer
Sat. May 21st - Steve Madewell

Sat. May 28th - Don Perry Duo
Fri. June 3rd - H2O Band
Sat. June 4th - Craig Day

636 State Route 534 Harpersﬁeld • 440.361.4573
kosicekvineyards.com

GRAND RIVER CELLARS
5750 S. MADISON RD. (RT528)
MADISON, OH • 440-298-9838

DEBONNÉ VINEYARDS
& Double Wing Brewing Co.
7840 Doty Rd., Madison, OH
440-466-3485
See back cover for music listings.

1520 Harpersfield Road Geneva •
440-466-1248
Geneva Exit off I-90, S. on SR534 • 2/10 mile

Live Music every weekend!
See pg. 6 for details
Hours: Sun-Thurs: Noon-8pm
Fri & Sat: Noon-10pm

Go to www.debonne.com for details

www.deersleapwine.com

Entertainment every weekend!
See pg. 7
Wed. Noon - 6, Thurs. Noon – 9
Fri. & Sat. Noon – 11pm
Sun. Noon – 6pm
834 South County Line Road
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041
440.361.3049
www.bennyvinourbanwinery.com
winemaker26@gmail.com
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See back cover for music listings.
SERVING AWARD WINNING WINE,
LOCAL CRAFT BEER AND A FULL LUNCH
AND DINNER MENU.

Go to grandrivercellars.com for details
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NEWS & EVENTS
19th Annual Ice Wine Festival Raises over
$13,000 for Those in Need in Our Community
With the Ice Wine Festival ending just a couple weeks ago, the Wine Growers of the Grand
River Valley are excited to announce they will be donating over $13,000 back to the
community. In past years, the festival took-up a canned food donation. Two years ago, the
group decided to make a cash donation instead. Last years recipients were the two local
food banks. This year the group has decided to spread out the donations, in an effort to,
reach more communities. Some facilities include Our Lady of Peace Parish in Ashtabula;
Sacred Heart of Eagleville Food Pantry in Orwell; the Geneva Food Pantry; and Feed our
Vets-Ashtabula

The Ice Wine Festival has been donating back to the community for many, many years.
“March can be a hard month for many people in our community.” states Nick Ferrante,
Chairman of the Winegrowers of the Grand River Valley. “After the holidays, people begin
to forget about those in need so it’s always a good time to be able to donate to these causes
so they can restock their shelves. We feel it’s important to support the communities that
continue to support us as businesses.”
The wineries are currently preparing for the upcoming tourist season this summer. Their
next festival will be in November when the annual Turkey Trot-Food & Wine Pairing Festival will take place.
For more information about the Winegrowers of the Grand River Valley go to www.wggrv.
com.

Nashville Recording Artist, Stacy Mitchhart,
Live at Stable Winery May 20 & 21
Stacy Mitchhart is returning to Northeast Ohio for a performance at the areas newest winery, Stable Winery in Andover, Friday and Saturday, May 20 and 21, at 7:30 pm.

Friday 4:00 - Midnight
Saturday 1:00 - Midnight
Sunday 1:00 - 9:30pm

LAKE
ERIE
PERCH!

LAKE
ERIE
WALLEYE!

OPEN MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND!
Sat. May 28..... Rachel Brown & the Beatnik Playboys ..... 7:30
Sun. May 29 .... The Woodpeckers ..................................... 5:00

LIVE MUSIC
Fri. June 3........ Dustin Kaiser .............................................
7:30
Sat. June 4 ...... TBA

Fri. June 10...... Mark Freeman and Bill Watson ................ 7:30
Sat. June 11 .... Ernest T Band............................................. 7:30
Sun. June 12 .... Maria Petti ................................................ 5:00

6827 Lake Road West • Geneva • 440-361-3550
2-1/2 miles west of Rt. 534 and Geneva State Park
Corner of County Line Rd. and Lake Road West.

Freeer ts
ConcUESDAY

Whether he is playing acoustic, electric, resonator, cigar
box guitar or mandolin, Stacy’s quick wit, strong vocals
and masterful guitar work guarantee a night of music,
entertainment and laughter not to be missed.
Limited seats available. Tickets are $30 through Eventbrite at www.StableWinery.com

EVERY T
7-9PM

About Stacy Mitchhart

Known as “The Blues Doctor,” Stacy Mitchhart, a Cincinnati native is a charismatic entertainer, a soulful singer and masterful Jazz and Blues guitarist. Stacy has released 12 CD’s, was a
winner of the “Albert King IBC award” and in 2012 inducted into the “Canadian Blues Hall of
Fame.” www.StacyMitchhart.com

About Stable Winery

Located minutes from Pymatuning Lake, and situated on 123 acres, “Stable Winery” in Andover, OH, is the area’s newest winery and event venue.
Family owned and operated, Stable Winery not only has their wine selection but locally sourced
micro-brews, BBQ, breads, pies and produce as well.

ON OUR
PATIO!

Sun. June 5...... AnitaKeys & Friends ...............................5-8:00

2022 Lakefront
Summer Concert Series

Stacy Mitchhart, a Cincinnati native and American Jazz
and Blues guitarist, has been an iconic part of Nashville’s
music community for 24 years as the featured house band
at “Bourbon Street Blues and Boogie Bar” in famous Printer’s Alley. Stacy has released 12 CD’s and through his live
performances, radio airplay, national television exposure
and interviews, he has won numerous industry awards and
13 major endorsements.

Beach Bar & Grill!
Best place to watch
the sunset on the Lake.
Book us for your Special Event!

Bring your lawn
chair or blanket!

Geneva Township Park
Geneva-on-the-Lake
May 31 ....... Erie Heights Brass
June 7 .........Northeasterly Winds
June 14........King Pins
June 21 ........ 2 Kings
June 28 ....... Mark Car as Elvis
July 5..........Hell Freezes Over
July 12......... 2022 Blues Project
July 19 ........Lost Sheep Band
July 26........ Mike Mannarino
August 2 .....Ty Tunes
August 9 .....Dennis Ford
August 16 .... Swamp Rattlers
August 23 ...Rob Samay
August 30 ...Rob Lundi
www.VisitGenevaOnTheLake.com
www.GenevaTownshipPark.org

The converted horse stable offers indoor setting with a variety of rooms and levels, as well as
outdoor seating on a large, tree-covered patio featuring a secondary bar and stage.

Continued on Page 5
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Playing 50-60-70's
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•••••••••••••••••••••••••
Fri. 5/6 Buccia Vineyard Winery, Conneaut 6-9 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sat. 5/7 Stoneyard Bar and Grill, Niles 7-10 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sun.5/8 Mother's Day Hartford Hill,
Bushnell Campbell Road, Hartford 2-5 pm

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sat. 5/14 Mavis Winkle's Irish Pub & Grill
Twinsburg 6:30-9:30 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sun. 5/15 Benny Vino Urban Winery, Geneva 2-5 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Fri. 5/20 Joey's Italian Grill, Madison, Ohio 6-9 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sat. 5/21 Salem Eagles,
1884 North Ellsworth Ave. Salem 8-11 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sun. 5/22 Greene Eagle Winery, Cortland 2-5 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Fri. 5/27 Station 20, Conneaut Lake, PA 6-9 pm.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sat.5/28 JEEP & Car Show, Mulligans Pub/Driving Range
Rt. 422 (13768 Main Market Rd.) Burton Noon-6:00 pm

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sun. 5/29 Winery at Spring Hill, Geneva 2:30-5:30 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sat. 6/4 Indian Creek • Everyone Welcome! 7-10:30 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Sun. 6/5 Benny Vino Urban Winery, Geneva 2-5 p.m.

Please check www.takeii.com for other events.
For booking call Ellie: 330-770-5613

21
Rob’s

INTRODUCING

Graphic Design
Linde Graphics Co. • (440) 951-2468
Vandy Linhart • vlinhart88@gmail.com

May 6 • Private Wedding

Please Note: Views and opinions expressed in articles submitted for print are
not necessarily the opinions of the North Coast VOICE staff or its sponsors. Advertisers and writers assume responsibility for the content of their ads and articles. The entire contents of the North Coast VOICE are copyright 2022 by the
North Coast VOICE. Under no circumstance will any portion of this publication
be reproduced, including using electronic systems without permission of the
publishers of the North Coast VOICE. The North Coast VOICE is not affliated
with any other publication. Art services Pixabay, IMBD, GLStock.

May 13 • Julie Solo
at Benny Vino 7-10pm

MAILING ADDRESS
North Coast VOICE Magazine
P.O. Box 118 • Geneva, Ohio 44041
Phone: (440) 415-0999
E-Mail: magazine@northcoastvoice.com

Your FM Home of the Cleveland Cavaliers!

www.magic1025.com
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June 18 • Dueling Piano Dames
at Pinecrest 5-8pm
Visit RDD.rocks for Show Schedule
Videos/calendar at RDD.rocks
Contact: Julie Slattery (440) 897-6227

North Coast Voice
Continued From Page 3

Stable winery is now featuring a variety of special events, such as “Comedy Night”, “Paint &
Sip”, “Plant & Sip”, Craftsman Pop-Ups, and Nationally recognized touring musicians. Stable
Winery is also a great space to host private events, such as class reunions, bridal showers, baby
showers, birthdays, graduations, small weddings and other special events.
For booking information on special events contact:
Troy Litwiler - Co-Owner Stable Winery - Info@StableWinery.com
www.StableWinery.com - (440) 965-6900
See Stable Winery ad on pg. 8 for more info

WEEKEND
MUSIC!

Vineyard and Bed & Breakfast

Call for Spa Suite
Room Reservations

Wine friendly appetizers available.

Roadmap to Local Food
Tuesday, May 10, 6-7:30 p.m. - Ashtabula Public Library
OSU Extension Educator, Julie Wayman, will be here to show participants how to learn about
farms in Ashtabula County, where to find farmers’ markets, and how to buy local food on a
budget.
All attendees will receive a free copy of the Ashtabula County Local Food Guide and will
have the opportunity to create their own Roadmap to Local Food.

5/6........
Take II
Live Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. 6-9
5/7........ Claire Stuczynski
5/13...... Bob Potts Duo
5/14...... Tom Todd
5/20...... Daniel Welsh
5/21...... Touch of Grey
THURSDAY 5/26...Campﬁre Tommy (Gildone)
5/27...... Jay B
5/28...... Hamilton Trio
THURSDAY 6/2...Dede Daub
6/3........ K-roll
Follow us on Facebook for event details

Eat Smart - Move More
Monday, May 9, 16 & 23 6-7:30 pm - Geneva Public Library
This weekly food & nutrition series will empower you and your family to be your best at planning, shopping, preparing, and eating healthy on any budget. Recipes will be prepared during
each session.

518 Gore Road • Conneaut • 440-593-5976

www.bucciavineyard.com
Check Website for Hours

Additional sessions will be offered in June. Attend all six sessions and receive a $25 grocery
gift card or free small kitchen appliance. Presented through a partnership with Central State
University Extension.
Ashtabula 4440-997-9341 | Geneva 440-466-4521 https://events.acdl.info/

Vintage Ohio South Wine Festival
Saturday, May 14, 12:00 PM 6:00 PM
Wineries from all regions of the state will be pouring wine samples. Bottles will also be available to purchase to take home. This event offers, relaxing live music, food trucks, vendors, and
more...a perfect way to escape the winter blues, with some reds, whites, and blushes!
The event takes place at Clark County Fairgrounds 4401 South Charleston Pike Springfield, OH
Tickets bought in advance are $27 and $32 at the door. To purchase tickets in advance visit
www.ohiowines.org or call 440-466-4417.
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403 S. Broadway • Geneva • 440.466.5560

www.theoldmillwinery.com

WINE SLUSHIES C0MING SOON!

BURGER
OF MONTH:

& RESTAURANT
TRY OUR

NEW SPECIALS!

Mother’s Day
Sunday, May 8th!
DINNER
SPECIALS

Reservations are a
Good Idea.
Follow us on
Facebook;
visit us on

theoldmillwinery.com

DEER’S

For parties of 8-10
please call for
a reservation.

THE HERO BURGER

Topped with sliced salami,
pepperoni & mozzarella cheese

PIZZA
OF MONTH:

TURKEY, BACON
RANCH PIZZA

BEER
OF MONTH:

Live Entertainment
Fri. & Sat. 6:30-9:30
5/6 ........... Castaways
5/7 ........... Thunder Creek
5/13 ......... High Horse
5/14 ......... Legacy Band
5/20 ......... Castaways
5/21 ......... InCahootz
5/22 ......... Matt Skeen
5/27 ......... Four Old Guys (FOG)
5/28 ......... Black Jack Gypsies
5/29 ......... Tom Todd
6/3 ........... Castaways
6/4 ........... Lost Sheep
6/5 ........... Jim Frank Duo
6/10 ......... Back When
6/11 ......... Four Old Guys (FOG)
6/12 ......... Take II

By Donniella Winchell

Wine Country travel tips
Spring and summer mark the busiest time of year to visit our wineries. And often, since we
live in the midst of the Midwest’s most acclaimed wine region, when family and friends come
in from out of the area, “Let’s head to the wineries” becomes a regular request from those
visitors.
So, to help those who are not so ‘wine-savvy,’ here are a few tips to share with your guests.
Heavy perfumes and colognes: Don’t wear them. They will dull your ability to enjoy the wine –
and possibly offend others in the room.
Dump buckets: Use them. Pour excess wine from your glass into the container provided.
While it may be absolutely appropriate to ‘spit,’ if you are so inclined, ask for a small individual
cup rather than leaning over the community dumpster on the winery tasting counter.

STELLA ARTOIS

Getting Tipsy: Pace yourself and consume reasonably and/or bring along a designated driver.
But, in any case, sip responsibly. No one appreciates an overbearing, loud patron. And it will
ruin the trip for everyone.

We continue to offer curbside pickup

Scarfing up food samples: Appetizers offered during the wine trail program or at a tasting bar
are designed to complement the wines served and are not meant to replace dinner.

Closed Mondays • Tues-Fri. 4-8pm
Sat-Sun. Noon-8:00pm
Kitchen closes 1/2 hr. earlier

Screaming kids: Wineries are all family owned, but long-drawn-out discussions about the nuances of wine appreciation will make the best-behaved children restless. If you bring the kids,
have items in hand to keep them amused.

LEAP WINERY

Full Bar • Large Selection
of Domestic, Imported
& Craft Beer



WINE 101

Open 7-Days-a-Week
for Lunch & Dinner

Steak & Seafood
Restaurant

Best and most reasonable

All-You-Can-Eat Fish Fry
Every Friday

Enjoy some of the best food
in Geneva with a complete menu
from steaks to seafood as
well as homemade Pizza.

Petty pilfering: Lovely wineglasses make wine tasting more enjoyable. The experience is enhanced when wine is offered in appropriate stemware. But, if glassware disappears in droves,
wineries might feel the need to use less expensive glasses, [ugh] resort to plastic, or raise their
prices.
Chewing gum: Leave it at home. Those intense flavors and aromas will mask even the most
complex wines and totally ruin your experience.
Don’t be afraid to ask questions: There are no “dumb” questions. The advantage to living near
so many wonderful tasting rooms is that there are family members, cellar crews, winemakers,
and long-time employees who love their jobs and the wines they pour. They are always ready
to answer questions and share their knowledge with the most sophisticated palates, as well
(and especially) with those just beginning to discover the wonders of wine appreciation.
But beyond the ‘don’ts’, remember the most important ‘DO’S’ are to relax, impress your visitors
with our fine wines, make new friends, learn a little, and have lots of fun.
For additional information: dwinchell@OhioWines.org

WEDNESDAY

WING NIGHT

Even with the crazy wing prices
these days we offer 85¢ per wing!
(In house only)

1520 Harpersfield Road
Geneva • 440-466-1248

Geneva Exit off I-90, S. on SR534 • 2/10 mile

www.deersleapwine.com

Regular Hours:

Mon.-Thurs. Noon-8 • Fri. & Sat. Noon-10
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Live Entertainment!
Friday & Saturday 7-10p • Sunday 2-5p
Open Mic Every Thursday 5:30-8:30

5/5 .......... Open Mic
Bring
5/6 .......... Alex Bevan
Mom for
5/7 .......... Dawn to Dusk
5/8 .......... Facemeyer Trio
5/12 ........ Open Mic
5/13 ........ Julie Slattery
5/14 ........ FOG
Dining inside
5/15 ........ Take II
or on our deck
5/19 ........ Open Mic
overlooking the
Grand River
5/20 ........ Mitch and Melissa
Valley!
5/21 ........ Trevor Thompson
5/22 ........ Ted Riser & Billy Mangano
5/26 ........ Open Mic
5/27 ........ Alley Katz
5/28 ........ K Roll Procas and Tom
5/29 ........ Terry and Diane
6/2 .......... Open Mic
6/3 .......... Alex Bevan
6/4 .......... Thunder Creek
6/5 .......... Take II
6/9 .......... Open Mic

Mothers'
Day!

Open: Weds: Noon-6pm • Thurs: Noon-9pm
Fri: Noon-11 pm • Sat: Noon-11 pm • Sun: Noon-6 pm
We are always available for take-out wine orders.

834 South County Line Rd.
Harpersfield, Ohio 44041
440-361-3049
www.bennyvinourbanwinery.com

May 6 ......Eric Andrews 5:30-8:30
May 8 ......Josh Roberts 2-5
May 13 ....K-Roll 5:30 - 8:30

live like someone
left the gate open.
BEER
ON-TAP
& SEASONAL
DRINKS!

FULL
LUNCH &
DINNER
MENU

LiveMusic!
6-9pm Fridays

May 15 ....Solo 6 String 2-5
May 20 ....Tom Todd 5:30-8:30

May 21 ....Art Michoed 5:30 - 8:30
May 22 ....Nia Covington 2-5
May 27 ....John Gall 5:30-8:30
May 28 ....MADD Mitch & Melissa
5:30-8:30
May 29 ....Amy Varckette 2-5
May 30 ....Solo 6 String 2-5
June 3......Bob Wick 5:30-8:30
June 4......Legacy 5:30 - 8:30
June 5......Flashbaxx 2-5

4275 Bates Road • Madison • 440-307-9571
www.stonegaitwinery.com

Hours: Closed Mon, Tue & Wed • Thur: Noon-8 • Fri & Sat: Noon-10 • Sunday: Noon-6

4573 Rt. 307 East • Geneva
440.415.0661 • LaurelloVineyards.com

A Boutique Winery featuring
Handcrafted, Award-Winning Wines.
5/6 .........3 for All Trio (6-9)
5/7 .........Mike & Priscilla (6-9)
5/8 .........Justo Saborit (2-5)
5/13 .......Kris Ferrell (6-9)
5/14 .......Tommy Link (6-9)
5/15 .......Jimmy Mrozek (2-5)
5/20 .......Solo Sixstring (6-9)
5/21 .......2 Kings $300 (6-9)
5/22 .......Kelly & Randall (2-5)
5/27 .......Loose Tooth Band (6:30-9:30)
5/28 .......Light of Day (6:30-9:30)
5/29 .......Eric Andrews (2-5)
6/3 .........Holly’s Uncle
6/4 .........The Just Jazz Live DuoFeaturing Vocalist Joel Claypool
6/5 .........Uncharted Course (2-5)

We invite you to join us in 2022 as we
celebrate our 20th anniversary.
Stop in to sample award-winning wines along
with our delicious food. Looking forward to
seeing our old friends and meeting new ones!
Kim & Larry Laurello

i scream,
you scream,
we all scream for...

WINE & ICE CREAM?!
Almost en
eav
H
Enjoy live music, food, wine, &

Almost Heaven Ice Cream for dessert!
Join us Sunday, May 8

r 's
Mothe
Day
featuring the fabulous

Justo Saborit!

Check our website for specials.
Hours: Mon-Tues-closed • Wed-noon-5
Thur-noon-7 • Fri & Sat-noon-9 • Sunday-noon-5
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Uncork, Unwind & Enjoy the Music!

6451 SR 307
Harpersfield, Ohio
440-361-3088

MITCH LARSON

5/4 Debonne Vineyards - Solo 6:30- 9:30
5/7 Jewell’s Dance Hall Ross Benefit
DUO 6-6:30

5/13 GateHouse Winery, Jamestown, PA
DUO 6-9
5/14 Stable Winery, Andover
DUO 5:30- 8:30

5/15 Hundley Cellars - DUO 2-5
5/20 Benny Vino - Solo 7-10

5/28 Stonegait Winery - DUO 5-8

6/4 Bronzwood Golf Course - DUO 6-9

216-513-0529 for bookings
Facebook.com/MitchLarsonAcousticMusic

Weekend Music 2-5pm

5/7.......Thomas Reed Smith
5/8 ......The Woodpeckers
5/14..... Fretless
5/15..... Mitch and Melissa
5/21..... High Horse
5/22 .... Me and the Boy
5/28 ....The Silver String Band
5/29 .... Solo Six String
6/4 ......Thomas Reed Smith
6/5 ...... Face Value
www.hundleycellars.com
The kitchen closes 30 minutes before the
whole joint shuts down for the night.

Hours: Wed. & Thu. 3-7, Fri. & Sat. 12-8, Sun. 12-6



QUICK CUTS
By Pete Roche

Unlimited Love
Red Hot Chili Peppers
To say expectations
were stratospheric
for the Red Hot
Chili Peppers’ new
album, Unlimited
Love, would be
an understatement. Given
that the group’s
last studio effort
(The Getaway)
dropped nearly six
years ago, fans have been itching for another batch
of boogie-rock bonhomie from the L.A. hooligans
behind “Suck My Kiss,” “Under the Bridge,” and
“Otherside.”
Learning that longtime (1989-1994, 2001-2008)
guitarist John Frusciante had returned to the fold after
a decade-long hiatus only whetted their anticipation.
But apparently Unlimited Love is polarizing Pepperheads: many listeners have taken to social media to
lament that the double-LP (one CD) isn’t the Stadium
Arcadium (2006) sequel they’d hoped for, and that
most of Love’s seventeen tracks (18 if you’ve got the
Japanese version) are slow-burners (or skippers) that
don’t provide the immediate “slap” or instant-grat
shakedown of old.

chorus. Other likely hits “Here Ever After” and
“These Are the Ways” touch on toxic relationships,
individuality and - for better (creativity, ambition)
or worse (elitism, consumerism) - the peculiarities
of life in modern America (…the sights, the sounds,
the smells…). It’s hard to resist Kiedis’ “she’s the
kinda girl” come-ons and “have we all had too
much?” ruminations when they’re served atop Flea’s
throbbing bass riff, Smith’s monster percussion fills,
and Frusciante’s fuzzy guitar slashes.
“Aquatic Mouth Dance” and “Poster Child” are
funky canvases on which Kiedis slathers his trademark lisp-raps and rapid-fire rhymes in quirky cadences about ‘70s and ‘80s pop culture, name-dropping (or otherwise alluding to) dozens of other
musical acts over a bouillabaisse of glitzy guitar and
sinewy bass. The soulful, day-dreamy mixes would
probably find today’s Chilis performing on Soul
Train instead of American Bandstand: “Aquatic”
features a blustery bouquet of horns (trombone and
trumpets) that lend French Quarter festiveness, while
“Poster” - a puree of the Pepper’s “Walkabout” and
“Mellowship Slinky in B Major” - boasts an ethereal
refrain (the world is ours for a little while) and
watery wah-wah guitar fills.

Bee Gees-esque “She’s a Lover” bounces on a disco
beat and Frusciante’s falsetto backup vocal - but the
tune is marred by a quasi-quotation of Cardigans’ hit
“Lovefool” for its singsong-y chorus. Loping ballad
“Not the One” never really takes flight (despite
Flea’s pretty piano), and although “Veronica” does
get out of the gate, it’s left wandering in wistfulness.
Yet just as many rockinfreakapotumuses are gushing
“The Great Apes,” “It’s Only Natural,” ”Whatchu
gratitude that (1) the Chilis - now in their fifties and
Thinkin’” and “Let ‘em Cry” fare better with jangly
sixties - are back at all, and that (2) the boys weren’t
chords, reggae rhythms, robust melodies and vocal
afraid to move away from old school, or try a few
harmonies, and nuanced, master-class instrumental
new things while hunkered in Malibu’s Shangri La
interplay. “One Way Traffic” and “White Braids and
studios, rather than deliberately slip back into the
Pillow Chair” are two additional occasions where
urban alt-rock that characterized mid-career hits like
“Aeroplane,” “Dani California,” “Tell Me Baby,” “By Flea’s nimble pop-slaps and muscly, mobile bass
patterns remind anyone who might’ve forgotten that
the Way,” “Can’t Stop” and “Universally Speaking.”
he’s as virtuosic a four-stringer as James Jamerson or
Which isn’t to say Love lacks distorted electric guitars Jaco Pastorius. But where revved-up rager “Traffic”
or fluid basslines. On the contrary, most of the new
giddily likens an L.A. rush hour commute to a
cuts are empowered by the same greasy grooves,
booty call, the understated guitar strums of “Pillow
ribald rhythms, and lascivious lyrics that made Blood Chair” contemplate the quiet, unassuming beauty of
Sugar Sex Magik (also produced by Rick Rubin) so
time-tested romance.
mischievously memorable. It’s just that things feel,
well, different thirty years after “Give It Away.” Love Frusciante - who released the excellent Empyrean
is a wiser kind of wacky: The Peppers have swapped and dabbled in electronic music during his ten-year
absence (during which friend Josh Klinghoffer filled
cock rock for sage soul and dad funk…and it suits
in) - comes untethered on “Heavy Wing,” which
‘em.
might best be described as this album’s “Wet Sand:”
In the tradition of “Rain Dance Maggie” (but decidit’s an emotional tour de force whereon John (who
edly more propulsive than “Dark Necessities”), lead- technically possess a better singing voice than Kieoff single “Black Summer” is easily the album’s most dis) shout-sings a verse-long salute to the past and
accessible offering, what with Frusicante’s intriguing, cranks his guitar amps to eleven for a feedback-frostpsychedelic reverb-guitar intro, Anthony Kiedis’ odd ed wank-fest. Boxing anthem “Bastards of Light”
(but endearing) pirate brogue, and drummer Chad
features some of Frusciante’s dance synthesizers, but
Smith’s sensational stick work on the loud, catchy
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ROOTSVILLE

Acoustic rock/pop covers... old to new!

By Cat Lilly

5/8
5/12
5/13
5/14

Denny Carleton & Al Globekar
The Troubadour & the Cowboy
Denny Carleton is the
true definition of a troubadour. A singer-songwriter-instrumentalist
who can play anything,
anywhere, and for
anyone. Music is his life,
as natural as breathing
to him, all he was meant
to do. Hence his motto:
“No Plan B.”
Carleton started his
career in 1965 with his
high school band The
Lost Souls, who played
local teen dances, halls,
armories and Hullabaloos, reaching the peak
of their popularity in
1967 with a gig at Cleveland Stadium. The band
broke up in 1968, and Denny was asked to join
the Choir, whose single “It’s Cold Outside”
had climbed to #57 on the Billboard national
chart the year before. Nine months later the
Choir also disbanded, and Denny moved on to
Moses, a rock theatrical band that was popular
in the metro Cleveland and Pittsburgh areas.
Known for their theatrics, and high energy,
Moses opened for such acts as Alice Cooper,
Iggy Pop, MC5 and Ted Nugent, but by the
end of the sixties, they too had broken up, with
members going in different directions.
In the early seventies Denny began to play
solo gigs, and became well-known as a folk
singer. He continued to experiment with bands
over the years, running the gamut from punk
rock to Gospel, jazz, avant-garde, and theatrical, and has earned his place in the fictional
Cleveland Musicians Hall of Fame as a prolific singer/songwriter, whose original material
has been aired on 300 college and public radio
stations in the U.S. and Canada. Carleton is
also a Cleveland Radio veteran, hosting his
own show for seven years. In 2015, Denny
published his memoir Welcome To my World.
Bottom line: Carleton has never stopped
writing, performing, and recording in all these
years. For his latest effort, The Troubadour
and the Cowboy, he is joined by old friend and
band mate Al Globekar, who also collaborated on Carleton’s 2021 release Shadowlands.
Globekar is a gifted guitarist and singer/

“Dover Fair” is about longing for the innocence of youth in a pre-tech world. Sipping a
lemonade at the county fair, playing games in
the arcade, a dip in the pool on a hot July day
– simple pleasures we enjoyed from a simpler
time. “But now we’ve got credit cards/ Visa
and Mastercharge/ How did it get so hard, from
here to there?/ If I had a time machine/ You’d
see just what I mean/ Back in those fields of
green, at the Dover Fair.”

songwriter in his own right, and the two have
a unique partnership. Globekar does all the arranging on Carleton’s acoustic songs. He draws
from a talent pool of local musicians to guest
on the CD, each chosen for their own special
talent or instrument. This makes for great arrangements, as many of the songs are historical
in nature, or era-specific, calling for the use of
some unusual, hard-to-find instruments. Authentic is always better than synthesized, and
Globekar seems to be able to find the players to
fill the bill.
On the new release, Carleton (Troubadour) and
Globekar (Cowboy) split the fourteen tracks in
half, with each singing lead on their own seven
songs. Globekar’s excellent arrangements and
stellar guitar work takes Carleton’s songs to
a higher place, and Carleton’s contributions
(bass, recorder, back-up vocals) enhance
Globekar’s western-themed vision.
Troubadour
The calliope intro of “Dover Fair” sets the tone
of Carleton’s portion of the CD, which plays
like the reflections of an aging generation of
hippies now left wondering what happened to
their ideals of love, peace, and brotherhood.
Carleton’s songwriting conveys an understanding of the struggle of the common man,
empathy for the underdog, and a reverence
for history and the lessons that can be learned
from it.

Opening with the heavenly sound of a real harp
(played by Liz Hanna), “Heal This Land” is a
modern day hymn, a plea for healing for our
troubled nation. An appeal to all to get in touch
with our better angels. Love and mercy for our
fellow man seem to be in short supply these
days, causing great division in our country. In
a perfect world, this song could be used for
worship in every church across this land.
Next up, “Whiskey Island”, a rollicking Irish
ballad about the infamous rough and tumble
neighborhood that became a colorful part of
Cleveland’s history. Located at the mouth
of the Cuyahoga River, the island (actually
peninsula) was mostly swampland until the
construction of the Ohio and Erie Canal and
re-channeling of the river in 1827. The project
took two years to complete, the digging done
largely by impoverished Irish immigrants,
who stayed behind and built a tar paper shack
community, complete with distillery. Globekar
on mandolin and guest musicians on fiddle,
bodhran, and accordion, along with beautiful
flute work by Diane Leonardi give the tune an
authentic Irish feel.
“Dream Deferred” is a madrigal, a Renaissance
era song form with intricate harmonies, many
times written about sorrowful current events.
Carleton borrows the title from Langston
Hughes well-known poem, and expands on it,
lamenting the precarious world situation we
find ourselves living in today. Soaring guitar

Continued on Page 10

5/14
5/17
5/20
5/21
5/22
5/25
5/27
5/28
5/29
6/2
6/3
6/4

Debonne Vineyards 2:30-5:30pm
MHYC Harbor Nights 7pm
Beerhead, Concord 6:30pm
Destination Geauga
Spring Drive It Yourself 3-5pm
Element 41, Chardon 6-9pm
Bella Cucina, Chardon 6-9pm
Stable Winery, Andover 5:30pm
East End, GOTL 7pm
Ferrante Winery 2-5:30pm
Debonne Winery 6:30pm
The Winery at Spring Hill 6:30pm
East End, GOTL 7pm
Laurello Vineyards 2-5pm
Private Party
Ferrante Winery 5:30-9pm
East End, GOTL 7pm

440-537-5758 • eric@usamgt.com
www.ericmichaelandrews.com
www.facebook.com/erockohio

The

Porch Rockers
Band

Wed. 5/11 • Just Andy
Debonne Vineyards • 6:30 - 9:30pm
Sat. 5/14 • The Porch Rockers Duo
Ferrante Winery • 5:30 - 9pm
Sat. 5/28 • The Porch Rockers BAND
Debonne Vineyards • 3:30 - 7:30pm
Wed. 6/08 • The Porch Rockers Duo
Debonne Vineyards • 6:30 - 9:30pm
Thu. 6/23 • The Porch Rockers BAND
Chagrin River Pub • 7 - 10pm
Fri. 6/24 • The Porch Rockers BAND
Debonne Vineyards • 6:30 - 10:30pm
Sat. 6/25 • The Porch Rockers BAND
Ferrante Winery • 5:30 - 9pm

Call Andy for bookings:
440.339.1069
facebook/theporchrockersband
For additional dates, see our Facebook page.
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5/12 Sandwich Factory, Columbiana 7-10
Kickin’ off
5/13 Charbenay's Wine on the River, Warren 6-9 the Summer!
5/14 High Pointe, Niles 7:30-10:30
5/15 Stonegait Winery, Madison 2-5
5/25 Up a Creek, Howland 7-10
5/26 Frenchy's, Austintown 6-9
5/27 Peter Allen Inn, Kinsman 6-9
5/28 Grand River Cellars, Madison 7-9:30
5/29 Hundley Cellars, Geneva 2-5
5/30 Stonegait Winery, Madison 2-5
6/1 Sandwich Factory, Columbiana 7-10
6/2 Legends, Boardman 8-11
6/4 Vey's Pub & Grille, Hermitage 7-10
SOLO
6/5 Greene Eagle Winery, Cortland 3-6
SIXSTRING
6/9 Sportsterz, Geneva on the Lake 5-9 UNLEASHED ACOUSTIC
For more info/booking check out SOLO SIXSTRING on Facebook

Continued From Page 9
throughout and mighty fine piano solo on this
one.
“Coney Island Blues” is an era-appropriate
little ditty about the famous amusement park
located on the lower tip of Brooklyn, New
York. Carleton channels his inner Tom Waits
on this song inspired by the plight of the
Coney Island side show workers employed
there during its heyday in the 1930s, who lost
their jobs and homes after a series of fires in
the forties destroyed the park. Great lyrics that
educate as well as entertain. Love the carnival
barker intro!
“Jarvis Hanks” tells the tale of a fourteen year
old drummer boy in the New York Militia
during the War of 1812, who valiantly beat
out his officer’s commands during the bloody
Niagara campaign, surviving several fierce
battles where his unit was matched against the
best of British infantry. The drum served as the
heartbeat of the regiment in those days, combining communication with inspiration, and
young Jarvis excelled at his duty. Hanks came
to Cleveland in 1825 and played a pivotal role
in introducing art and music into the pioneer
town, working as a self-employed sign and
portrait painter, and giving fiddle and voice
lessons on the side. The song, set to a military
march beat on what sounds like an authentic
field drum, is a tribute to both the man and the
instrument.
“My Back Porch” completes the flow of
Carleton’s songs, starting out with real birds
chirping in his own back yard. “When the
arrows converge against me/ From the digital
computer torch/ I hear the birds singing gently/
Play guitar on my back porch.” A reminder of
what really matters amidst the constant barrage
of media and resulting pressures upon us to
keep up in today’s society. When it all becomes
overwhelming, it’s nice to have a refuge.
Cowboy
Al Globekar loved American Western movies
as a kid, and later became a fan of the Spaghetti Westerns, scored by composer Ennio
Morricone in his own unique style. A major
component of his signature style was the guitar
sound, created with a Fender guitar and amp,
complete with jangly reverb and heavy on
vibrato. Morricone was an early ambassador
of the Fender brand and sound, which became
popular in the early 60s, and is often associated
with James Bond movie themes.
Globekar’s portion of the CD is an homage
to the American Western music genre. It’s
conceptual, unfolding a story line chapter
by chapter with each song. Reminiscent of
the Eagle’s Desperado, the only album I ever
actually wore out the grooves on when it came
out in 1973. Globekar’s story, in his words,
“cowboys, Indians, The Wild West, a history of
America that needs to be celebrated, remembered, and sung.”
“The Gunfighter (Ringo)” - A storm brewing in
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the background, complete with thunder clap,
is the first thing you hear, setting an ominous
tone for the saga, which begins with this profile of the protagonist - a legendary, but ill-fated gunfighter. A tip of the hat to Morricone,
whose use of unconventional instruments and
harsh, realistic sounds became a trademark of
his music.
“Twelve Notches” - Outlines the fatal flaw
– “time not on his side and death one step
behind.” This song employs several of Morricone’s most classic elements: the essential
riff, the simple triad, the quick changes in
drum patterns, the ethereal, almost other-worldly guitar tone.
“Elana” - Plot thickens – hero finds love in a
cantina. Flamenco style guitar adds Spanish
flair.
“Lonely Cowboy”- Love gone wrong makes
for a broken-hearted cowboy. Great pedal
steel. Nice clops (Rob Luoma).
“Medicine Man”- Set to a Native American
tribal beat on the toms and kick drum with
haunting chant-like background vocals. Tells
the shameful story of the demise of the Sioux
nation at the hands of the U.S. Cavalry.
“No Bounty on My Head” - Starts with sound
of horses hooves pounding the sand, a desperate man unjustly accused of a crime running
for the Mexican border, with lawmen in hot
pursuit.
“Hangman’s Knot” - Grand finale. A doomed
man destined for the gallows at dawn. “Hangman he don’t give a damn/ He tied that knot
with his own hands/Hangman’s knot is meant
for me”. This one pulls out all the stops, an
anthem for the unsaved, ending with the sound
of a trap door slamming shut.
I can’t say enough about the impressive
arrangements and production on this CD. The
songs are well structured, with no superfluous
touches, no redundancy, no excessive solos
that go on forever. Over-production can get in
the way of telling the story. Sometimes less
is more. There is not one wasted note on this
CD, just what belongs there. It is well mixed,
nice and clean, with vocals right out front, as
they should be.
I’m also impressed with the multitude of
talent we have here in our little corner of the
Rust Belt. Over twenty local musicians (Lake
County and Cleveland) contributed to this
project, a testament to the love, camaraderie,
and incredible capabilities of the musical community of northeastern Ohio.
Carleton and Globekar debuted acoustic
versions of some of the songs at the “Winter
Sucks” Party, a benefit for Project Hope, held
in early April at the Stadium Grille in Mentor.
The Troubadour and the Cowboy is available
now for online purchase and download at
Denny Carlton’s website
https://dennycarleton.com
Denny & Al playing July 16th Tunes for
Tails Benefit at Luisa's in Geneva.
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NOW WE’RE TALKIN

Organic Gluten-free/Dairy-Free Groceries
FEATURING
LOCAL
ARTISTS!

By Helen Marketti

An Interview with author Harvey Kubernik
Jimi Hendrix: Voodoo Child
(Sterling Publishing Co., 2021),
written by brothers Harvey
and Kenneth Kubernik, is a
unique read as we are given an
insight into Jimi Hendrix as a
person rather than as the rock
star persona that other books
usually portray. This book is a
refreshing account of memories
given by recording engineers,
record producers, photographers,
fellow musicians, friends, and
fans who shed new light on a
young man who left the physical
realm at age 27 (November 27,
1942 – September 18, 1970). We
can only speculate on what other
great contributions to music Jimi
Hendrix would have given us;
however, we can appreciate what
we have been given and see an
individual mature and evolve in
this book, while getting to know
him a little better.
Deciding on a title is a critical
decision for a book, as the title
can influence a potential reader
in many ways. “I feel that the
book cover alone grabs attention
but any good book needs to have
a driving literary narrative and
bring it into the end zone. I am proud of the
work my brother Kenneth and I did to bring
this book together,” said Harvey. “There were
several titles that we tossed around. There
were some initial concerns over Voodoo Child
being employed as the title because it’s a song
title as well. Once you see the picture of Jimi
on the cover, the title itself kind of erodes
because you are fixated on Jimi. His image
speaks for itself. We wanted to do a different
Jimi Hendrix type of book. We had the luxury
of having a multi-voice narrative from many
individuals.”
The cover photo was taken by photographer
Henry Diltz. Images throughout the book are
from personal collections as well as professional shots. Jimi seems to have everything
going for him. “There are always going to be
new fans and new readers who discover Jimi
Hendrix and want to know more about him,”
said Harvey. “There are about 75 photos,
including images and artifacts that have never
been seen before. I have organically accumulated these resources over time. People
came forward and wanted to share what they

dictated by the radio stations who sponsored
the show or concert promoters. Things were
also primitive for sound systems. Who knows
what Jimi could have helped create had he
lived.”
People dug deep into their memories, storage,
and archives to participate in this book. The
following is an excerpt from the book, given
by Carmine Appice, drummer for Vanilla
Fudge: “On that ’68 West Coast Tour the Vanilla Fudge did with the Jimi Hendrix Experience,
I remember playing in San Diego at Balboa
Stadium on September 3, 1968, and we played
to maybe a third of capacity, 7,000 to 9,000
people in a racetrack-type setting and Jimi
started doing “Voodoo Child”. It was echoing
through all the empty seats as we were walking
back to the dressing room after seeing him onstage and to hear that wah-wah pedal traveling
across those empty seats – it was fantastic.
That was one of my vivid memories.” You can
feel this experience, it gives one chills as you
feel you are there absorbing the atmosphere as
well.

had and what they remember. The writing and
quotes in the book match the visuals. Naturally,
people think they know a lot about Jimi Hendrix because he has been so well documented
over half of a century. Once you get into the
book and spend some time with it, any mind
set you have about him begins to fade and you
become taken in.”
Harvey was there, seeing Jimi Hendrix first
hand, never knowing he would one day write a
book about this iconic figure. “I was 18 years
old when I saw him with The Experience at the
Newport Festival ’69 in Northridge, California,” remembers Harvey. “The moment stood
still for me when he performed “Red House.”
It was a blues number that lasted 12 minutes. It
had such a panoramic feeling. It was freedom.
The entire concert was 37 minutes.”
Harvey continues: “Concerts were very different in the 60s. Musicians usually played 30-to40-minute shows and then it was basically
over. Most artists were mandated to play their
hits and were not encouraged to go any deeper
into their music catalog. The repertoire was

ACCEPTING
EBT!

OPEN
YEAR
ROUND!

CBD

PRODUCTS

Celebrating our 10-Year Anniversary
in our downtown Geneva store!

Monthly sales and special purchase offers all year!

We have lowered our CBD prices
1000 mg.
was $35.99
now $29.99

CBD

1500 mg.
was $45.99
now $39.99

Immune Boosters...

Boost your immune system!
We have the products you need.

Earth’s Natural Treasures
56 S. Broadway • Geneva
440-466-4368
HOURS: Mon-Wed 10-6pm
Thu-Sat 10-7pm • Sun 10-5pm

www.EarthsNaturalTreasures.com
ENTreasures@live.com

Jimi Hendrix has been gone for over fifty
years. What is it about him that still draws
fans, why does he still appeal to people? “We
do live in a celebrity obsessed world,” said
Harvey. “Jimi is always going to be the ambassador for the Fender Guitar. He had style;
his wardrobe was well put together. He was
photogenic and a cooperative subject when
doing interviews. He appealed to all audiences,
white and black. The Experience itself was
integrated as a trio. Noel Redding and Mitch
Mitchell were white. I think Mitch and Jimi
had a telepathic relationship. His exposure was
in rock magazines and FM underground radio.
Your first exposure is what usually will be the
demographic of your audience. His impact on
fans, record collectors and other musicians just
keeps on going. He was exploited greatly and
walked a lot of miles for a lot of people. His
influence resides in many musicians today. His
music is still here. It shows up in commercials
and sound tracks for TV and movies. You can’t
escape him. I feel this book reminds the world
of what Jimi Hendrix was about. I’m still a fan
and that’s the key for everything.”
For more information about Harvey Kubernik’s
other books and updates:
www.otherworldcottageindustries.com
Jimi Hendrix: Voodoo Child is available
through Amazon.com and other book outlets.
www.helenrosemarketti.com
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By Pete Roche

An Interview with Yngwie Malmsteen ahead of
show coming Saturday, May 14
Lake County’s ONLY
Lakefront Dining!
2022 Season Opening Day!

Monday, May 16, 4pm
KITCHEN HOURS:
Monday, 4-9pm • Tuesday, CLOSED
Wed-Sat, 11am-9pm • Sunday, NOON-8pm
Tiki Bar closes one hour after kitchen.

Open at 11am Memorial Day!
(Monday, May 30)

625 Prospect St. • Fairport Harbor
(Located in HTP Rack & Marina)

440-350-0500

LIVE SOUND
P.A. RENTALS
EVENT DJ
RECORDING
& MORE!

FOR BOOKING CALL

440.812.6876
OR EMAIL

NORTHCOASTSOUND@OUTLOOK.COM

It’s been forty years since Shrapnel Records
guru Mike Varney brought 18-year old Yngwie
Malmsteen to the United States, where the
Swedish guitar sensation landed early gigs
with hair metal stalwarts Steeler and Alcatrazz.
Varney would continue to nurture the “shred”
guitar boom of the ‘80s, championing upand-coming gods like Marty Friedman, Jason
Becker, Paul Gilbert, and Vinnie Moore.
But Malmsteen didn’t waste any time carving
his own path: he recruited a band and released
a series of acclaimed albums (Rising Force,
Marching Out, Trilogy, Odyssey) featuring his
unique brand of neoclassical guitar rock and
lightning-fast fretboard work. And when grunge and alternative rock reared their heads in the
‘90s, Malmsteen stuck to his guns, utilizing a
rotating lineup of ace musicians to record more
Baroque metal discs (Fire and Ice, Magnum
Opus, Seventh Sign) that cemented his legacy
as one of the quickest - and most uncompromising - guitarists on the planet.
Malmsteen took some heat for not stepping
outside his comfort zone: later albums Alchemy, War to End All Wars, Attack!! and Unleash
the Fury saw the six-stringer return to the same
exotic modes, celestial scales, and breakneck
tempos that made him famous. But Yngwie did
stretch his wings on a couple blues-inspired
releases and the ambitious Concerto Suite for
Electric Guitar (in E Flat Minor Opus 1) with
the Czech Philharmonic orchestra. The Ferrari-racing Swede also proved he could play well
with others, by joining fellow guitar heroes
Steve Vai and Joe Satriani on one of the famous
“G3” tours.
Trends come and go, but true individualists
prevail: Malmsteen managed to whammy-bar his way into the 2010s and ‘20s with
the still-symphonic shred fests Relentless,
Spellbound, World on Fire, and Blue Lightning
while alt-rock fizzled and grunge faded (and,
sadly, buried its biggest stars). Last year’s
global health crisis prevented Malmsteen from
touring, so his latest effort - Parabellum - benefits from extra time spent in his home studio.
We caught up with the Stratocaster wizard by
phone to discuss the masterwork in advance of
his 2022 road trip - which brings him to The
Odeon in the Cleveland Flats district on May
14th.
NC VOICE: Hi, Yngwie! Thanks for talking
to us! Where are you calling from?
YNGWIE: My pleasure! I’m calling from a
convertible, at the beach (laughs)!

out of there, and I’ve got a library of MIDI
stuff…Vienna Symphony, choirs. So it’s all
the authentic stuff - real sounds, real strings,
and a real choir - in an electronic file library.
It’s crazy. There was one track that I had on
my iPad, “Magic Bullet.” Everything else was
brand new, from scratch. That was exciting for
me. It wasn’t I was working from old stuff I
just had lying around.
NC VOICE: The first track - “Wolves at the
Door” - is as exciting an opening as anything
you’ve ever done. And I enjoyed the Paganini
quotation you work into the guitar solo. I think
I speak for a lot of fans when I say I enjoy
those little references.
YNGWIE: Yes, it’s Niccolo Paganini’s “Caprice No. 24.” I heard that when I was twelve
years old, and it became one of my biggest
influences. The classical violin is where I got
my style. I mean, it’s not exactly like that, but
I made it my own. There’s also Vivaldi and
Tchaikovsky and all of them. Very inspirational.
NC VOICE: Inspired by the masters…but you
also grew up loving Ritchie Blackmore (Deep
Purple, Rainbow) and Jimi Hendrix. And you
can hear that mix in your music.

NC VOICE: Can you talk about how different the writing and recording process was for
Parabellum, what with the pandemic keeping
you from the usual album-tour cycle?
YNGWIE: Yes, yes! What happened was, we
were on tour in Mexico in 2020. It was going
awesome, and it was a world tour that was supposed to keep going - but they called in saying
we had to take two weeks off. Those two weeks
came and went, and I’m like, ‘What the hell is
going on?’ Then it got to be two months, so I
went back into the studio and started writing
new songs. I wrote close to a hundred songs….
NC VOICE: A hundred?!
YNGWIE: Yeah, I really went nuts! But I
brought it down to ten. It was a strange thing,
but at the same time, being there…it wasn’t
that different. It wasn’t so bad. I was cruising around and working on my songs. And it
occurred to me, ‘I’ve got all these songs now,’
so I got an engineer, who started tracking it all
down. After that the pandemic was still going
on, so I kept polishing the stuff. Just detailing
it, polishing the songs and arrangements and
production.
NC VOICE: And this time out, you did all the
vocals on the four non-instrumentals - and you
didn’t use a keyboard player.
YNGWIE: Right! I played all the instruments
and sung all the vocals. It’s very strange,
because I always used a keyboard player. But
since I was there by myself, I thought I’d start
using my old synth, which I’ve had for a long
time. I’ve got a special pickup on the guitar.
It’s like a synth module. But that’s not the
sound you want to use. So, you run a MIDI
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YNGWIE: I should rephrase what I said.
Ritchie Blackmore and Jimi Hendrix and
others like Clapton, I love them. They’re
fucking amazing! But as far as ‘influence,’
that’s not really where my style comes from.
They’re more blues - which I also love - but
my classical influence came from my family.
Everyone in my family was classically trained.
Opera singers and such. But I loved rock and
roll, and I listened to the early Deep Purple
stuff. And blues is all about five notes, the
pentatonic scale. And I thought from a young
age that maybe I could expand on those five
notes. That’s when I turned to Bach, and to
Baroque music. So, the classical stuff I do is
not necessarily from classic rock bands. It’s
from the composers!
NC VOICE: And you’re certainly no stranger
to blues. You dabbled in it a lot on the covers
albums Inspiration and Blue Lightning. You
played some Purple and Hendrix and Rush and
Stones.
YNGWIE: Well, the label came to me - this
is a good point to make - and they asked for a
blues album. I would always play a bit of blues
at sound check, and people would say ‘You
should do some blues stuff!’ I had extended out
from pentatonic to the harmonic minor, and
Phrygian and such. But the blues have always
been in me, and I love playing it. The label
asked, ‘Can you give us a blues album?’ I said,
‘No…but I can give you a bluesy album.’ I can
do the Stones, Clapton, ZZ Top. Deep Purple
was a blues band…let’s get that straight!
“Demon’s Eye” is a blues song. “Lazy” is a
blues song, you know? Led Zeppelin and Deep
Purple are blues. And I totally fucking love it.

North Coast Voice
But people sometimes get the idea that
I got the classical influence from them.

Insurance
for the
rest of us.

NC VOICE: You have some more
science-themed songs on Parabellum,
like “God Particle.” Are you a big
sci-fi fan?
YNGWIE: I’m a freak! I do it all
the time! I’m trying to remember the
tour now…it was for the World on
Fire tour. I’m completely into that -“Hangar 18 / Area 51” and all that. I’m
big-time into that. But I’m also—I’m
not religious, but I’m very spiritually
connected. When my son was born,
that’s when I knew for sure that God
is mighty, God is big, you know? With
‘God Particle,’ that piece is extremely
Baroque in the chord progression. It’s’
not a citation—it’s my own composition—but
classical music has always had that close
connection to God and spirituality.
NC VOICE: Who will join you on tour?
Who’s in your band for this outing?
YNGWIE: It’s not always the same. It’s kind
of a floating thing. But they’re all really good!
NC VOICE: And you’ll be pulling double-duty on guitar and vocals? And flicking a few
picks off your boot?
YNGWIE: More than double-duty! I’m doing
the guitar playing, the singing, and the dancing
(laughs)! And juggling, too (laughs)!
NC VOICE: I imagine the set will be a good
balance of the new stuff with old favorites like
“Far Beyond the Sun,” “Trilogy Suite, Op. 5”
and “Black Star?”
YNGWIE: Here’s the thing: I’ve got so many
albums now, so I tell my guys to come in the
dressing room before the show and we put the
set list together. It’s not the same set as the
night before. The tour manager prints it out
and puts it out on stage for everyone. Then
we come out, and I don’t follow the set list
(laughs)! But it’s always got the same staples,
so to speak. I always like playing different
pieces, and a few improvised solos to keep
things interesting.
NC VOICE: Any interesting Cleveland
memories?
YNGWIE: I could tell you about a crazy
gig. It was New Year’s Eve in like, 1983 or
something. At Richfield Coliseum. That’s
Cleveland, right?
NC VOICE: Yep. Er…it was. It was out in
Richfield. They tore it down like 25 years ago.
YNGWIE: Yes, Richfield! It was an exciting
show, but it was more so exciting because the
guy who was singing in our group at the time,
he decided to leave after just one song. So we
had to try to do something else with the guys,
and they weren’t as flexible as one would like.
I’ll never forget it. We were opening for Eddie
Money.
NC VOICE: This year marks the thirtieth

Richard D. DiBacco, D.P.M., F.A.C.F.A.S.
Board Certified: ABFAS, ABQAURP

anniversary of one of my favorite Yngwie
albums, Fire and Ice. I played the shit out of
that cassette tape while working as a delivery
driver in ‘92.
YNGWIE: I think it’s a good album. I would
rank it among my better albums. But the
circumstances it was made under wasn’t…it
wasn’t good for me. I didn’t like the setting,
so to speak. It was a weird vibe during the
whole thing. I’ve produced albums in different
countries, and that one was done in winter…it
was all just weird. Personally, I think Eclipse is
better. Certainly better from that era.
NC VOICE: I forgot to ask, will you be
bringing any of your old “blonde” “Play Loud”
Fender Strats on tour? And Ovation acoustic
guitars?
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167-B W. Main St. • (440) 593-6476

Auto

Home

Business

Life

We Offer the

Personal Service
You’ve Missed Lately
AUTO • HOME
BUSINESS • LIFE

TREEN
INSURANCE

1484 State Route 46 N. • Suite 8
Jefferson, Ohio 44047
(440)

576-5926
Scott Treen

www.eriefootdoctors.com

YNGWIE: I’ve got these signature guitars
that are so good that my old stuff—the vintage
stuff—I just don’t need to use them anymore.
I still have them, put away. The Malmsteen
model has these great new Seymour-Duncan
YJM pickups. Just great. Talk about ‘God Particle!’ Those guys have particle accelerators in
their pickups! They can make anything sound
amazing! I use them in the studio, too. The
acoustic guitars are Ovation, yes! Their necks
are not scalloped like the Fenders. Scalloping
the neck doesn’t necessarily help you play
faster. It helps with vibrato, and with control
over the strings. It helps when you’re running
around on stage like I do, you’re not pressing
all the way down. My son is a great guitar player, too! I gave him a guitar…Fender made him
a guitar before he was born. When he started
getting into playing, I gave him one that was
scalloped. So, after a while he thought it was
weird to play a ‘normal’ guitar. I know people
who’ve played regular guitars for years, and
now they go scalloped because they liked it.
Steve Vai has some like that. It’s just a matter
of playing with your ears. Make sure it doesn’t
go out of tune!
Yngwie Malmsteen. Saturday May 14 at
Cleveland Odeon (1295 Old River Road in the
Flats). All Ages. Doors 6:30pm Show 7:00pm.
Tickets at www.clevelandodeon.com or www.
ticketweb.com
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LOST SHEEP BAND

Fri. May 27
Sportsterz in GOTL
2-6
Sat. June 4
Deer's Leap
7-10
Wed. June 15
Saybrook Twp. Park
7-8:30
Facebook The Lost Sheep Band

JIMMY
ALES
Acoustic
Fun!

Hosting Open Mic at Benny Vino's
Thursdays • 5:30-8:30
Tues. May 17
Grand River Manor
6-9 Wing Night
Wed. May 18
Debonne Vineyard • 2 Fifths Duo
6:30-9:30
Sat. May 21 • Rosabella Winery
(in Austinburg) 4-7
Sat. May 28
Grand River Manor 5-8

Call me at (440) 417-2475
or find me on Facebook

Home of TED ALEXANDER’S 10,000 OLDIES SHOW

CONCERT PREVIEW



By Pete Roche

The Musical Box bring their Genesis
extravaganza to Playhouse Square
Today, if you want to see and hear
‘70s-era Genesis music performed just
like it looked and sounded back in the
Peter Gabriel era, you really only have
two choices: Go to a Steve Hackett
concert…or buy a ticket to The Musical
Box.
That’s because Gabriel (who rarely
tours to begin with) avoids his former
group’s catalog at his solo shows, and
the Phil Collins-led iteration of Genesis
(who indulged a few old school medleys during
their ‘80s heyday) stopped touring - apparently
for good this time - last year.
But guitarist Hackett - who left Genesis after
1977’s Wind and Wuthering - has enjoyed revisiting the band’s “classic” material in studio and
on stage since the mid-‘90s. In fact, Hackett’s
recent (May 1) gig at the Goodyear Theater in
Akron consisted of nothing but vintage Genesis.
If you missed that concert, there’s still time
to secure a spot at Connor Palace (Playhouse
Square) on Sunday, June 12, when Canadian
uber-tribute act The Musical Box bring their
Genesis extravaganza back to town for a motherlode of The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway.
Formed in Montreal in 1993 by guitarist Sebastien Lamonthe (who portrays Mike Rutherford),
The Musical Box specialized in recreating
concerts for Nursery Cryme, Foxtrot, and Selling England by the Pound with full attention to
detail - right down to authentic Genesis Instrumentation and lookalike Peter Gabriel costumes
(Britannia, Magog, Old Man, Fox Lady, etc.).
The ensemble’s lineup changed in the late ‘90s
and ‘00s, leaving Lamonthe to anchor updated
versions with singer Denis Gagne (Peter Gabriel), drummer Marc Laflamme (Phil Collins),
and other talented cosplayers - but in thirty years
no other Genesis cover band has matched the
visual flair and musical meticulousness of The
Musical Box. Especially not after they expanded
their repertoire to include selections from Lamb,
Trick of the Tail, and Wind.

Listen online at gold937fm.com

The formidable Quebec quintet will faithfully
render tracks (like “The Carpet Crawlers,” “In
the Cage,” and “Counting Out Time”) from
Genesis’ acclaimed 1974 double-album, with
Gagne portraying Gabriel’s Puerto Rican antihero, Rael, on a surreal voyage through the bowels
of New York City.
Gabriel’s final project with Genesis, Lamb
saw the “Supper’s Ready” rocker enact Rael’s
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journey of self-discovery, whereon the troubled
teen encounters snake-women (“The Lamia”)
and a deformed “Colony of Slippermen.” He
also braves castration (“A Visit to the Doktor”)
and meets his lost brother John, before riding
turbulent waves out of the underworld (“In the
Rapids”).
Famously, Gabriel quit the group during a stop
here in Cleveland: he’d already been butting
heads with keyboardist Tony Banks, and his
wife had just endured a difficult childbirth back
home in England. What’s more, some American audiences weren’t keen on sitting through
two hours of material from a record they
hadn’t heard yet, and projectors for the band’s
ambitious backscreen triptych malfunctioned
constantly. Genesis actually lost money on the
Lamb tour; Phil Collins and company weren’t
even sure they should continue without Pete.
But the amiable drummer stepped up to handle
lead vocals on 1976’s Trick, marking the
onset of a prog-to-pop makeover that would
see Genesis’ success skyrocket in the ‘80s.
Gabriel likewise rebounded - scoring the first of
many hits with “Solsbury Hill” (from his first
eponymous album aka Car in early 1977) - but
he wasn’t about to make a habit of dusting off
Genesis gemstones for concertgoers).
Which is precisely what makes The Musical
Box so special. So true-to-life are their Genesis
performances that Gabriel even licensed Lamb
to the group in 2004, and both Collins and
Hackett have sat in with guys. Lamonthe and
company will unpack the whole kit ‘n’ caboodle - lasers, triple screen, slideshow, and assorted Gabriel guises - for the Connor engagement.
So, grab your tickets now, lest you wind up
another “Fly on the Windshield.”
The Musical Box. Sunday, June 12 at Connor
Palace (Playhouse Square) in downtown Cleveland. Tickets https://www.playhousesquare.
org/events or www.themusicalbox.net
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PEDESTRIAN RAMBLINGS


By Steve Madewell

of the people that were still sitting outside! A
few moments into my next set I was delighted
to look out and see George Hanna and Dave
Pethel from the Silver String Band as they
come strolling in. I hadn’t seen either of them
since before the pandemic and was looking
forward to talking with them, but after about
30 minutes they split. I assumed they decided
to move further inland and find warmer climes.
My next break was spent sitting in the car with
the heater on!
Regardless of the temperature and the wind, as
I got ready for my final set, I couldn’t help but
marvel at how spectacular the lake was, and I
took a moment to reflect on how many times I
have watched the sunset from the shore, how
many times I had marveled at a storm out over
the lake, or the incredible October day when I
had seen five water spouts at one time!

Performing on the Lake Shore
The Good and the Better
Spring has certainly been a long time coming,
which is nothing unusual for northeastern
Ohio!

But I have to admit those 30-degree temperature swings are hard to take and just like so
many folks, they make it difficult for me to get
going. In the 70s’ one day and mid 30s’ the
next is a little challenging, but all and all I’ll
take it. After all, we live by one of the Great
Lakes and that influences our weather and
climate and, for the most part, for the best.
Even in the challenging moments we can find
beauty and inspiration.
I was so excited to be up at the Old Firehouse
Winery for the first outdoor patio performance
of the year on 23 April. It was 77° when I
pulled into the parking lot and the lake was
flat and blue. The sky was filled with white
puffy clouds and there was already a good
crowd of people enjoying the sunshine and the
pleasant temperature. I got my gear set up and
I was ready to go to work and was looking
forward to a great afternoon!
But Lake Erie has a pretty significant influence around these parts and she had a different
idea about how the day was going to progress!
Two songs into my first set the wind shifted
and began coming out of the north. As it blew
across the lake the air temperature dropped to
54° in a matter of minutes! It was brutal!
This happened so fast it was actually confusing! Not only were my hands cold but I was
having a hard time stringing songs together
as I moved through the set! I always have a
couple of song lists to reference, but I often
put the order of my songs together based on
peoples’ reactions or the mood of the day.
I found myself just playing one song after

another with no sense of connectivity.
Years ago, I would occasionally teach workshops on outdoor survival and one of the
important concepts to keep in mind during a
stressful situation is the reality that, during
such times, people may not think clearly!
That’s exactly what I was experiencing!
A half hour after I started, my old buddy Alex
Bevan showed up. He was taking a break from
some household chores and stopped by to say
“Hi”. I played a half a dozen songs more before taking a break, and the first thing Alex did
was hand me a pair of gloves! He said “You
need these more than I do!” And he was right!
Thanks Alex!
I went back to my car and literally put on
every piece of clothing I could find before I
started my next set! It was going to be a long
afternoon.
By now the wind was fully committed to coming across the lake and was generating quite a
noise through the microphone! Unfortunately,
I did not have a windscreen with me, but I did
have a soft polishing cloth for my guitar. I put
that across the mic and it worked remarkably
well until the wind blew it off! A sweet lady in
the audience offered me a hair tie, but I had another idea. I put the cloth back on the mic and
then slid a thin nylon bag over the whole affair
and voila! - a near perfect impromptu solution
was employed. (I happily share this for the
benefit of any musicians who find themselves
in a similar conundrum!)
The wind was cutting and the temperature
was uncomfortable but with the additional
clothing and my impromptu windscreen, I was
ready to soldier on and I was so appreciative

In today’s homogenized world it’s such a privilege to be able to enjoy so many incredible experiences that are created by or influenced by
Lake Erie. Sometimes it’s easy to forget that,
without the lake, we wouldn’t have our Winery
district with all these wonderful venues, and
we wouldn’t have a Steelhead run, spectacular
sunsets, cool summer breezes, or cutting spring
winds!

www.Abbeyrodeo.com

Saturday,
May 7th

HOOLEY HOUSE
SPORTS PUB
& GRILLE
Mentor, OH

Abbey Rodeo is: Jim Bonfonti, Chris Butcher,
Verne McClelland, “Z”,
Geoff Kelleher and Chuck Citraro.

I turned my collar up, put on my guitar, and
went back to work!

May 8 Old Fire House Winery
2:00-6:00
May 12-15 Southeast Region
National Folk Alliance,
North Carolina
May 20 Farm To Table Dinner
Sugar Pines Farm 5:00-8:00
June 1 Debonne Vineyards
6:30-9:30
June 2 Madison Village
Square 7:00-9:00
June 3 Warren's Spirited
Kitchen 8:00-10:30
June 4 Rosabella Winery
5:00 - 8:00

Steve Madewell

For more details visit
madewellmusic.com
Available for Special Events,
Libraries, Parks, Community
Centers & House Concerts
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it also contains one of Love’s precious few acoustic
guitar passages. Album-capper “Tangelo” is the
obligatory unplugged number - a plaintive folk foray
that just barely escapes the specter of the descending
guitar lick in The Beatles’ “Michelle” (and Paul
McCartney’s “Junk”).
So yeah, while I do understand the complaints my
brother (46) and kids (17 and 23) - all long-time Peppers aficionados - have lodged against Love, I find the
album a rewarding listen, replete with skillfully-rendered musical moments whose aggregate “shred”
quotient equals (if not exceeds) any prior pyrotechnics in the RHCP canon - and whose cornucopia of
clever, lickety-split Kiedis non-sequiturs (and cache
of strait-laced, but heartfelt traditional vocals) keep
things fascinating and fun. Unlimited Love may not
be By the Way, Part Deux, but it is a worthy addition
to a repertoire already given over to late night commiserations in the glow of neon and hum of halogens
outside L.A. liquor stores and laundromats (note
the sleeve art). It’s a late-career nod to the quartet’s
George Clinton / Sly Stone / Marvin Gaye-inspired
past (Freaky Styley, Uplift Mofo Party Plan) and punk
rock roots, and the prospect of an unassuming (but
most assuredly funky) future.
Non-Exhaustive List of Bands / Acts Referenced
by Anthony Kiedis on Unlimited Love: Melly Mel
(Grandmaster Flash), Richard Hell, Billy Idol, Adam
Ant, Parliament Funkadelic, Robert Plant, Thin Lizzy,
Led Zeppelin, Ramones, Misfits, Van Morrison,
MC5, Michael Jackson, Kid ‘n’ Play, John Coltrane,
Judas Priest, Steve Miller, Flavor Flav (Public
Enemy), Devo, Scream, Sugar Hill Gang, Chubby
Checker, Bob Marley, Duran Duran, English Beat,
Jane’s Addiction, Sid Vicious (Sex Pistols), Siouxsie
and The Banshees, Foghat, Madonna, Billy Zoom
and John Doe (X), The Clash, Beatles, Lynch Mob,
Bobby Darin, Prince, Miles Davis, Curtis Mayfield,
Crazy Horse (Neil Young), Nirvana, Motorhead.
States (Other Than California) Mentioned on Unlimited Love: Idaho, Nebraska, South Dakota, Michigan,
Florida. Cities (not in California): Islamabad, Madrid,
Copenhagen, Miami, Brixton, London, Santa Cruz,
Atlantis, Chicago, Omaha.
Other RHCP Songs and Albums Referenced: “Behind
the Sun,” “Road Trippin’” and Mother’s Milk.
Brand Names / Locations referenced: Dairy Queen,
7-Eleven, Taco Bell, Mr. Clean, Tito’s GoGo, The
Starwood, Quick Stop, Sirius XM, Chevron, Valvoline, RVCA, Dean and Deluca, Bazooka (gum).
Movies and T.V. Mentioned: Back to the Future, Caddyshack, Karate Kid, Forbidden Planet, Purple Rain,
Silence of the Lambs, Chico & The Man.
Authors, Artists, and Others: Virginia Woolf, Frida
Kahlo, Dave Mushegain, Carl Sagan, Bernie Mac,
Ulysses Grant, Ronald Reagan, Yoko Ono, Mother
Theresa.
Kiedis’ Unlimited Animal Kingdom: Manta ray,
buffalo, snakes, eagles, apes, leopard, platypus, squid,
wolverine, dragon, dragonflies, katydids, rain bird,
flamingos, butterflies, horses, crows, tiger, cobra,
herring, dog, mouse.
Vintage Automobiles: Karmann Ghia VW (1955-74)
and Funicular Railways: Angels’ Flight.

Envy of None
Envy of None
You probably haven’t
heard of Envy of
None yet unless
you’re a Rush fan.
That’s because the
Canadian-American
group—featuring guitarist Alex Lifeson—
just formed last year.
But Envy of None
is a much more democratic affair than Lifeson’s
1996 solo album, Victor (with guest singer Edwin
of I Mother Earth), whereon the “Tom Sawyer”
and “Spirit of Radio” shredder called all the shots.
Bassist / singer Andy Curran (Coney Hatch, Soho
69) and co-guitarist Alfio Annibalini bring their
formidable skills to bear on the group’s eponymous
debut album, along with guest drummers David
Quinton Steinberg (Jitters, Stiv Bators), Tim Oxford
(Arkells), and Canton-bred Joe Vitale (Joe Walsh,
Barnstorm).
But the centerpiece of the new ensemble is Portland,
Oregon multi-instrumentalist Maiah Wynne, whose
sultry, passionate vocals ignite “Never Said I Love
You,” “Look Inside,” and fuzz-laden first single
“Liar.” “I sent over an early version of the song
‘Shadow’,” says Curran. “When I played what
[Maiah] sent back, the others were like, ‘Who is this
crazy-talented person?’”
If this group has a definitive “sound,” you might
say it’s the combo of Wynne’s celestial pipes and
Lifeson’s processed guitar bits—which frequently
manifest here as violin / cello string-like stabs and
billowy keyboard patches rather than your average
overdriven power chords (or Alex’s atypical Rush
leads). Industrial-influenced songs like “Dumb,”
“Enemy,” and “Dog’s Life” sound more like Evanescence and Nine Inch Nails than vintage Rush—
so fans of Hemispheres, Permanent Waves, Counterparts and Test for Echo might not be impressed.
Which isn’t to say they won’t be moved: “Kabul
Blues” and “Spy House” started life as Lifeson
solo projects (recorded to mark the release of his
signature Epiphone Les Paul Axcess guitars), and
accordingly share traceable DNA strands with “La
Villa Strangiato,” “Working Man,” and “YYZ.” And
album-capper “Western Sunset” was penned for
late Rush drummer Neil Peart, whose January 2020
death effectively ended that legendary trio.
“Maiah became my muse,” gushes Lifeson in a
press release. “She brings this whole new ethereal
thing through her sense of melody. She’s really f#@
king special!”
Envy of None is available on digital, standard CD
(with poster booklet), deluxe CD (with five bonus
tracks), and LP with gatefold sleeve and blue-colored vinyl. A 7” inch split-single for “Enemy” /
“You’ll Be Sorry” can be purchased on the band’s
website, with all proceeds going to UNHCR for
Ukraine’s emergency response network. Other bundles, autographed items, and virtual meet-and-greets
are likewise for sale. Just beware of glittering prizes
and endless compromises.

You Must Believe in
Spring

Impact is Imminent

Bill Evans

If you’re looking for
something new or
different on Anvil’s
nineteenth album,
Impact is Imminent,
you probably won’t
find it.

New York jazz pianist
Bill Evans died early
(at 51) but left a vast
library of critically-acclaimed recordings,
including 1980’s posthumously-released You
Must Believe in Spring
(Warner Bros.).

Anvil

Like AC-DC and
Scorpions, the
hard-rocking Canadian trio never really
The classically-trained
kowtowed to trends (grunge, alternative rock) or
Evans found fame in
altered its Forged in Fire sound in order to placate
1958 when he joined Miles Davis’ sextet, who record- the masses. Singer / guitarist Steve “Lips” Kudlow
ed A Kind of Blue the following year. But Evans left
and drummer Rob “Robo” Reiner” just kept doing
soon thereafter to focus on a career as a soloist and
what they do, and fans would be sorely disappointed
bandleader—mostly of trios comprised of similarif a new (but traditionally alliteratively-titled) Anvil
ly-talented bassists (Paul Chambers, Scott LaFaro,
album bore signs of “fixing” what was never broken.
Marc Johnson) and drummers (Paul Motian, Jack
Toronto’s bad boys have been on an upswing ever
DeJohnette, and Joe LaBarbera). But chronic health
since their “comeback” in the well-regarded Sacha
problems (including substance abuse issues) caught
Gervasi documentary Anvil! The Story of Anvil,
up with Evans by August 1977, when he recorded
which profiles the group’s early years in the 1980s,
…Spring with bassist Eddie Gomez (Chick Corea,
their relative obscurity (compared with contempoAl DiMeola) and session drummer Eliot Zigmund
raries like Metallica and Anthrax) in the 1990s, and
(Vince Guaraldi, Neil Sedaka).
their plucky perseverance in the 2000s. The film also
He died a month later.
details the writing and recording of the 2007 album
This Is Thirteen, which received wide release on
Now available from Craft Recordings, the 45th anVH-1 records after the DVD took off.
niversary reissue of Evans’ …. Spring was mastered
from analog by all-star engineer Kevin Gray (Billy
But Kudlow and Reiner (now in their sixties) have
Joel, ELO, Beach Boys), whose finishing touches at
released six more albums (Juggernaut of Justice,
Cohearent Audio gave the 2-LP / 1-CD set (seven
Hope in Hell, Anvil Is Anvil, Pounding the Pavement,
pieces with three bonuses) extra clarity and crispLegal at Last) since then, and—if Impact is any
ness…without introducing any noisy compression.
barometer—show no sign of calling it quits.
“By pure chance, I caught that trio at the right time,”
Produced again by Martin “Mattes” Pfeiffer (who
said late, Cleveland-born producer Tommy LiPuma.
helmed the last three outings) and Jorg Juken
“They were locked in and it was perfection.”
at Soundlodge Studios in Northwest Germany
(Rhauderfehn), Impact boasts another fourteen feisty
Listeners will detect that synchronicity—in both
sound and feel—when then spin “The Peacocks” (by heat-seekers by the Plugged in Permanent hooligans,
who weigh in on dishonesty (“Take a Lesson”),
swing sultan Jimmy Rowles), “Sometime Ago” (by
Argentine composer Sergio Mihanovich), and the title spectral hauntings (“Ghost Shadow”), mass shootings
(“Another Gun Fight”), sorcery (“Wizard’s Wand”),
track (written by French filmmaker Michael LeGand urban blight (“Bad Side of Town”). Bassist Chris
rand). Working with his trademark “block chords,”
Robertson tightens his bandana for his fourth Anvil
tri-chords, and unorthodox voicings, Evans dances
outing, resulting in rumbling rhythms that mesh well
over Zigmund’s subtle percussion and over Gomez’
burly (but not brutal) bass. The melodies range from with Robo’s kaiju cadences and Lips’ machete-slash
mischievous to melancholy; it’s your choice whether guitar riffing.
to consciously appreciate the formidable dynamics
Kudlow claims COVID quarantine afforded him
and interplay with a critical ear, or just relax and let
more time than usual to homogenize the mixes, so
the smooth ebb-and-flow wash in like high tide.
that his lyrics and vocal melodies fit the music more
Sadly, two original cuts are dedicated to persons close seamlessly than on previous outings. It’ll be left to
Evans who—like him—died early: “B Minor Waltz” listeners to agree with Lips (or dissent) on that point,
but it’s a fair bet most metal-heads will concur that
was written for his wife, Ellaine Schultz, while “We
the Canucks still inspire a proper head-banging—
Will Meet Again” is a homage to his brother Harry.
especially on “Lockdown,” “Explosive Energy,”
Fortunately, they’re sweet and light rather than morose or weighted by pathos. At LiPuma’s suggestion, “Shockwave,” and instrumental anthems “Gomez”
and “Teabag.”
the trio also gives inspired readings of Johnny Mandel’s “Theme from MASH (Suicide is Painless)” and You’d think the fellas could’ve come up with a more
vibraphonist Gary McFarland’s eponymous “Theme.” innovative name for the record (Impact is Imminent is
Bonus cuts “Without a Song” (Vincent Youmans),
also a 1990 release by Exodus), or utilized a font that
“All of You” (Cole Porter), and “Freddie Freeloader” doesn’t evoke Star Trek. But that’s probably just me
(the sole Davis track on A Kind of Blue on which
knit-picking (and I am a Trekkie).
Evans didn’t play) prolong the jovial “conversations”
Fuckin’ eh!
between the three gifted musicians.
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MOVIE REVIEWS
By Westside Steve Simmons

point. Both these actors are charismatic and
while I don’t think Cage is a particularly great
actor, he is certainly a bona fide movie star.
On top of that, I’ve never heard many stories
about him being anything less than a nice guy
so, if you are looking for a little left of center
entertainment,

The Unbearable
Weight of Massive
Talent

I recommend this one.
BWSS

Lionsgate | R | 104 min
I’m not sure that it happens frequently
enough to constitute a specific genre, but every once in a while, a silly but fake biographical film pops up about a fairly well-known
celebrity. You might remember CONFESSIONS OF A DANGEROUS MIND, a Chuck
Barris (yes, the Gong Show guy) action adventure (George Clooney’s directorial debut)
or BEING JOHN MALKOVICH.
In this one, Nicolas Cage plays himself as a
washed-up actor down to his last few dollars.
His family is falling apart, he’s been turned
down for a role he believes will put him back
on top, and just to add insult to injury, has
just been kicked out of his apartment. Just for
fun I looked up the real Nick Cage and, while
he has certainly squandered a great deal of
the wealth has earned, he’s only down to his
last 25 million bucks.
In this film, he reluctantly agrees to accept a
crazy but lucrative offer to be the guest of a
super-rich South American fan, Javi (Pedro
Pascal), suspected by the FBI of being an
international weapons dealer. As it turns out
Javi, regardless of anything else he might
or might not be involved with, has written a
screenplay and it is his most sincere wish that
his idol, Cage, would agree to perform it.
So, from here on Cage and Javi form a bond,
a mutual respect even though the audience
never knows if the action sequences (and
there are quite a few), gun battles, chase
scenes, kidnapping, and fighting with the
crime cartel thugs, are actually happening or
are just actualization of parts of Javi’s script
the two men are discussing. Does that tend
to be a little confusing? No doubt. But don’t
forget this movie isn’t really meant to make
sense and it probably wouldn’t be as much
fun if it did. It’s nonsense but don’t worry,
it’s very entertaining nonsense and that’s the

Memory
Open Road | R | 114 min
Yes, I know. Another Liam Neeson movie,
another tough guy with and independent nature that gets him into trouble. Well, to be fair,
it also probably gets a bunch of bad guys in
trouble so there’s that. I haven’t seen it yet but
that’s my guess. And as much as I like seeing
bad guys get their comeuppance, my reasoning for selecting this one is that it opens in a
couple of hours. I haven’t read anything about
it yet but I’m guessing. My prep has been
pretty much limited to checking out the cast
and this one is directed by Martin Campbell
who directed a couple of Bond flicks (CASINO ROYALE and GOLDENEYE), certainly
respectable outings, but on the other hand
he was at the helm of well-known stinker
GREEN LANTERN. So, there’s that. The
only other cast member to strike my attention
was Guy Pearce as Vincent Serra who, I’m
assuming, is the bad guy.

was “3 Black Bear.” Their video logo consisted of looking through a window to a sidewalk
below with a bear walking along the sidewalk.
There is only one bear and he was either
brown or ginger. The third inconsequential
strangeness involved the casting. There are
three substantial female roles of three different
ages and all of them look nearly identical.
And here’s a piece of trivia - this film is a
remake of a Belgian film adapted from a novel
titled The Alzheimer Case. And one more
surprise: I just looked at the Rotten Tomatoes
score which gave MEMORY a 28% score.
It’s kind of surprising because even though it
wasn’t a landmark of filmmaking, it was still
an interesting crime mystery with a couple of
hooks and twists that made it worthwhile in
the end.
There is a spoiler coming up soon so you’re
on your own. Neeson is Alex, a contract killer
for many years, working for whoever needs
somebody, well, eliminated. After finding out
he’s suffering from Alzheimer’s and has only
a few months to live, he decides to retire but
the cartel will have none of that. Shift gears.
A very evil guy with lots of money and very
connected friends is forcing young teens to
perform as prostitutes. When one of the girls
escapes, she is put on the list as Alex’s last
victim because she can identify her captors.
Not only does he refuse making himself the
target of these monsters but he also decides
to use his remaining time on Earth to rid the
world of them. Now the cartel and the cops
are out to get him. In case you’re wondering yes, I have been purposely vague on the
details because after the bad press people
might avoid seeing MEMORY and they really
shouldn’t. It’s much better than the Rotten Tomatoes grade and much better than I expected.
Some terrible people get rubbed out, justice
is done, and the tragic flaw (the ancient rule
of drama in which a protagonist, no matter
how noble, who commits an unforgivable sin
cannot be allowed to live) sadly enough plays
out just as it was intended.

Steve

westsidesteve.com

Sat. 5/14 • 2:30 PM
Old Firehouse Winery
Keys @ Put in Bay
Fri. 6/3 6-9pm, Sat. 6/4 2-4 & 6-9pm
Sun. 6/5 1-4pm
Tue. 6/7: On Tap • Medina
Tropical Tuesday
June 10, 11, 12
Riverfront Irish Festival
Cuyahoga Falls • times TBA
Follow me at Facebook
Westside Steve Simmons!
www.westsidesteve.com

B
WSS

Intermission:
Okay then, I was wrong. Guy Pearce is not the
bad guy. He is, however, the victim of one of
the worst examples of hair and makeup I’ve
seen in a major motion picture. Yes, I know
that doesn’t have much to do with how good
the movie was but is one of the few things that
struck me just out of the blue as odd. Greasy
hair and rough skin made him almost hard to
look at. Don’t know why they would do this.
Number two oddity occurred during the
opening credits. One of the few production
companies that had their logo at the beginning

The Northman
Focus | R | 40 min
Vikings have been pretty popular folks over

Continued on Page 18
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the last couple decades - books, cable series,
movies, etc. with a little extra interest for
those of us, probably most of us, with even
a small amount of Scandinavian heritage
- so I was looking forward to seeing THE
NORTHMAN. As a matter of fact, I went in
cold, to the very first showing on Thursday
evening with no knowledge of the plot except
somebody is looking for revenge against the
man who killed his father and absconded with
his mother. Sounds like a reasonable story,
right? Well, Revenge is always a good subject
so in I went. Usually, a motion picture has to
run for a few minutes before you start getting
bad feelings about it, but not this one. Within
the first 45 seconds of cheesy narration, I was
thinking to myself this one is going to suck.
And suck it did. And not just commonplace
movie level suck, but so bad you occasionally
laugh out loud suck.
And yet I didn’t realize just how bad it was
until after the movie when I looked up a
couple of the details. First of all, there are real
people in this movie, actual actors not derelict
off the streets of Iceland and Ireland, meaning
people who really should know better. The
cast includes Willem Dafoe, Nicole Kidman,
Ethan Hawke, and Icelandic pop star Bjork.
The protagonist, Prince Amleth, is played by
hulking Swede Alexander Sarsgaard, who
spends a great deal of his screen time butt
naked or close to it. His mission, after twenty
years as a Viking raider of the Slavic lands,
is to avenge the death of his father, the king,

killed by an envious half-brother who also absconds with the boy’s mother. The story itself
comes from an ancient Scandinavian legend
which, like most Scandinavian legends, has an
air of darkness, futility, and violence associated with it.
After spending even more years as a slave and
falling in love with a Slavic girl, the prince
will get his chance. The NORTHMAN is a
disturbing, loud, and ultimately boring look
at Robert Egger’s idea of Viking Life in 800
something BC. Remember he’s the writer director that treated us to THE LIGHTHOUSE,
which was slightly less violent but much crazier and not quite as boring. His vision of the
Vikings is of a nearly feral group who scream
every word they say and spend their entire
lives in a berserk stage. Maybe it would have
been against Eggert’s vision to add charisma
to any of his characters but that’s his decision,
not mine. I found it both tedious and abrasive.
But again, don’t take my word for it - people
who I don’t consider fools told me they liked
it. Again gang, you’re on your own. Let me
know if you disagree.
D
WSS

Father Stu
Sony | R | 124 min
This one is pretty much exactly how the blurbs
describe it. A mediocre boxer with lots of other

More Country GUARANTEED!

Streaming updates
Here are a couple streaming tips for you. Now that
the weather is improving you might spend less time
in front of the tube but just in case, here are two
comments on the things I’ve been streaming over the
last month.
issues in his life decides to become a priest. That’s
the long and short of it but there’s a lot more to draw
attention to this flick that has less to do with the true,
I guess, story. You may want to heed my spoiler alert
just because there are things that I didn’t know to
complicate the original premise. Your choice.
First thing that caught my attention was a snippet
from an interview with Mark Wahlberg (who, by the
way, is always better than I expect him to be), where
he announced his plans to make this film because
the story was so very important to him. This film,
based on the real-life trials and tribulations of Father
Stuart Long, truly is a labor of love. Wahlberg
heard the story of bravery and dedication vs. almost
insurmountable odds and took it to heart. He took it
upon himself to make sure that the story got heard,
putting in the effort, time, and money to bring it to
the screen. Just to show some of the dedication, he
actually gained something like 30 pounds to play
this part, as the character transformed from young
boxer to near invalid.
Another selling point for me was the inclusion of the
immensely talented Mel Gibson in a major motion
picture. He plays the anti-social, alcoholic and unsupportive father. Sure, the guy got drunk years ago
and said some stupid things (there but for the grace
of God... ). He has certainly apologized, yet the
holier-than-thou members of the Hollywood Elite
have made him a pariah. Glad to see the guy making
a feature film comeback. (Next should be Kevin
Spacey and Woody Allen but I digress.)
Stu’s fascination with the Catholic Church begins,
as many things begin, with attraction to a young
woman, Carmen (Teresa Ruiz). Abandoning his
boxing career, Stu moves to Hollywood hoping to
catch a job in the movies. The closest he comes is
working in the meat department of a grocery store
where he is struck by the Thunderbolt, becoming
completely obsessed with Carmen. He pursues her,
winding up at a Catholic Church where she works.
He becomes a volunteer there, at first just to stay
close. That’s when his second, and even more irresistible, obsession kicks in and that is the decision to
become a priest. I was impressed by the casting; they
avoided the typical hot Hollywood Starlet, opting
instead for the slightly less glamorous Teresa Ruiz.

MORNINGS 5-10am

983TheBull.com

At this point the struggles with his wife are just
beginning and, to use a Biblical reference, Stuart
seems to have the patience of Job as he battles obstacle after obstacle, ultimately ending with a rare and
debilitating disease.
You can’t help but be touched by this story of persistence, bravery, and faith and I’m guessing neither
could Wahlberg.
B
WSS
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You may or may not be as fascinated by the early
60s Borscht Belt Jewish comedians as I am but even
if I wasn’t, the precision of the acting and directing
and script, the rapid-fire dialogue, and the attention
to detail just from a technical standpoint, underscores my belief that THE MARVELOUS MRS.
MAISEL (Amazon Prime) might be the best series
on television. Rachel Brosnahan and Alex Borstein,
her acerbic manager Susie Meyerson, lead a brilliant
cast as the story weaves through some incredibly
silly or serious twists and turns from the comedy
circuit to love, marriage, extracurricular romance,
politics, social justice, and the FBI, just to name
a few subjects it tackles. It gets better and better
through four seasons and it looks like there will be a
fifth and final next year.
If you are a fan of Showtime’s BILLIONS, you
know the score. If you aren’t, I highly recommend
it. One thing that can put me off is knowing there
are big changes or an upcoming abrupt end to a
series. In BILLIONS, the main antagonist/protagonist Bobby Axelrod (played by Damian Lewis)
disappears after Season 5. His contract was up and
he decided go back home to England to be with his
family. But fear not, the new antagonist/ protagonist
Michael Prince is Corey Stoller, previously from
HOUSE OF CARDS, who will rule what is left of
Axe Capitol in a completely different way. Paul
Giamatti, one of the best actors working today (as
Attorney General Chuck Rhoades) stays on as the
protagonist / antagonist, depending on the episode.
With the exception of a small amount of politically
correct stink, BILLIONS remains a well-written and
complicated story. We shall see what happens with
Season 7 next year.
By the way, just in case Hollywood journalists are
reading this, as they most certainly should be, I am
now officially bored shitless with Will Smith and
Jada Pinkett stories. Thanks.
WSS
Email comments or suggestions to: bear222@aol.
com
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By Pete Roche

Graham Nash

April 2-3 at Kent Stage
“It’s incredible that so
many of my songs are
still relevant today,”
observed Graham
Nash near the start of
the first of two shows
(April 2 and 3) at the
Kent Stage.
The English singer /
activist / photographer
wasn’t tooting his own
trumpet. Rather, Nash
was lamenting that politically-charged tunes
like “Military Madness” and “Immigration Man” are
as topical in today’s divided America (if not more
so) as they were when he wrote them at the dawn
of the ‘70s. As if everyone had simply forgotten all
that flower power-pacifism, Woodstock wisdom,
and Summer of Love idealism in the intervening
half-century. Another example of a sadly-still-relevant Graham goody, “In Your Name,” (from Nash’s
2009 Reflections compilation) addressed how people
still look to God or Allah (or whomever)—even
though religion’s always been humanity’s leading
cause of death and violence.
But the Songs for Beginners bard was otherwise in
terrific spirits (and great voice), and all too happy
to regale a decidedly older crowd with sublime
folk-rock from his solo albums…and from all those
now-classic LPs issued under the venerable moniker
of Crosby, Stills, Nash & Young (or Graham Nash /
David Crosby).
Nash—who has soft spot in his heart for Cleveland
(what with his collaborations with Lisa Grossman’s Contemporary Youth Orchestra)—strummed
acoustic guitars on Hollies deep cut “King Midas
in Reverse,” CSN travelogue “Marrakesh Express,”
and civility serenade “Right Between the Eyes.” He
mixed things up with a Beatles cover “(A Day in the
Life”), put his own spin on pal Stephen Stills’ “Love
the One You’re With,” and re-dedicated “Lady of the
Island” to one-time girlfriend Joni Mitchell.
Guitarist Shayne Fontayne (Sting, Bruce Springsteen) and keyboardist / Hammond organist Todd
Caldwell (Bonnie Raitt, Joe Walsh) harmonized
seamlessly with Nash on “Cathedral,” “Wind on the
Water,” “Just a Song Before I Go,” and the more
recent “Golden Days.” Graham ducked behind an
upright piano himself for a few selections, including
sunny singalong “Our House.”
Neil Young’s “Ohio” was a fitting penultimate
tune, what with the song’s tragic setting (the 1970
Kent State University shootings) located mere
blocks from the theatre. The gravitas moment was

lightened by the sweet, optimistic finale “Teach Your
Children.”
It was a another sensational show by one of pop’s
most renowned elder statesmen, and by the end of
it Nash—who was on the road—could look up and
sigh…and know Ohio still loves him.

Daryl Hall / Todd
Rundgren

April 7 at MGM in Northfield
Being taller, blueeyed half of rock’s
best-selling duo Hall
& Oates creates the
not unreasonable
expectation that you
will always crank out
hits like “Kiss on My
List,” “Maneater”
and “Out of Touch,”
regardless of what
stage you’re standing
on. And while it’s true
Daryl Hall and mustachioed partner John
Oates still gig together
in the 2020s (sometimes with Train, Tears for Fears,
or others), Hall remains focused on his solo work—
and his popular Live From Daryl’s House T.V. show.

“Can We Still Be Friends.” Then Daryl bid farewell
with feisty finale “You Make My Dreams.”
Rundgren was right when he surmised that he and
Hall “complemented one other perfectly,” like lanky,
singing twins (blonde and brunette) from the City of
Brotherly Love. These superstars from the ‘70s can
still work their magic. Here’s hoping I’ve got half
their energy in my septuagenarian years.

Killer Queen

April 3 at MGM in Northfield
With Freddie
Mercury gone, few
options exist for
Queen fans hoping
for a Live Aid-like
spectacle today.
Enter Killer Queen,
a London-based
tribute formed in
1993 at London
University by lads
(in our age group)
who missed out
seeing the original
Queen and craved a more authentic Queen encounter than videos can provide. A legit looksee. A near-genuine artifact. The almost-real
deal. The full Queen monty.

Mercury doppelganger Patrick Myers brought
his double-take-inducing Queen machine back
to the MGM in Northfield April 8 for another
transcendent performance that delivered the
look, sound, and feel of peak-years Freddie
and company. Sporting close-cropped black
hair, matching mustache, and pronounced
overbite, Myers-Mercury led KQ through a
marathon of memorable Queen smashes “One
Vision,” “I Want it All,” “Tie Your Mother
Down,” “Under Pressure,” “I Want to Break
Free” that had MGM ticketholders lapping it
up and begging for more.
The convincing Myers-Mercury clone
switched up his jackets (yellow, black, and
white) and pinstriped pants (and Adidas
sneakers) to mimic the attire Freddie sported
at legendary ‘80s shows at Wembley and
Knebworth. More importantly, he had that
vivacious, multi-octave voice down pat, particularly when he sat at the piano (okay, it was
just an electric keyboard with a Dutchgrand
shell…but it maintained the illusion) for a
medley of “You’re My Best Friend,” “Bicycle
Race,” and “Fat Bottomed Girls,” and late-set
mashup of “Somebody to Love” / “Don’t Stop
Me Now.”
The other KQ musicians nailed their parts,
too. Playing the part of guitarist / astrophys-

Continued on Page 20

Now Hall’s out promoting his first-ever best-of compilation, the two-disc BeforeAfter, which surveys the
albums Sacred Songs (1980), Three Hearts in the
Happy Ending Machine (1986), Soul Alone (1993),
and Can’t Stop Dreaming (1996). So he and his
band (which featured longtime music director / guitarist Shane Theriot and sax man Charlie DeChant)
devoted almost half of their rousing Thursday
night MGM performance to Oates-free fare like
“Dreamtime,” “Problem with You,” and “In a Philly
Mood” before busting out uber-smooth H&O hit
“Sara Smile” and perennial party track “I Can’t Go
for That”—and bringing the entire sold-out audience
to its feet.
But diehards knew that the second song, “It’s
Uncanny,” came from the 1977 Hall & Oates compilation disc No Goodbyes. And the sixth entry, the
elegant, bluesy “Everytime You Go Away,” appears
on the 1980 H&O album Voices (although English
singer Paul Young’s 1985 version did make the
bigger splash on the charts).
Daryl strummed on his sunburst Telecaster early
on but migrated to piano for stirring renditions of
“Sacred Songs” and (Eurythmics) “Here Comes the
Rain Again.” For the encore he welcomed opener
/ co-headliner Todd Rundgren (“Hello It’s Me,” “I
Saw the Light”) back for what the two Philly friends
called their La, la, la songs—“Wait for Me” and

Listen To

and have a six-pack on us!
Make requests at
Facebook.com/WFXJTheFox
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By T Gallo - Nurse Practitioner and member of Ashtabula
County Water Watch

Into the Woods: Food Deserts vs Food Forest
I knew there was an issue when I stepped into
the narrow stairway of about 20 steep steps. It
was my first time with this patient and she has
a curvature of the spine that made walking on a
flat surface, let alone stairs, challenging. Additionally, through my Covid-inspired mask, the
stench of cigarettes and cat urine overwhelmed
all of my senses.
After asking what they eat for daily meals, I followed up with, “Where do you like to grocery
shop?”
“Well, Gallo, we don’t have a car so we walk
to the store.” In my mind I thought, “you walk
there?”
“Oh, which store?” I asked, thinking there isn’t
one very near-by.
“The Dollar General,” she replied.
Gulp.
Unfortunately, in Ashtabula County, this is a
prime example of a food desert. A place where,
in this case, an urban environment, a person

Winding paths, trees, shrubs, flowers in a multitude of colors, butterflies flitting above head
and a plethora of biodiversity. Clearly the soil
is already above par for growing grapes, corn
and soy. Soils, that may be hard clay will be
transformed by utilizing composting, maximizing varieties that give back, remediating soils and
ecosystems by increasing the biodiversity.

lives further than one mile from a grocery store
and has limited access to transportation and
resources to procure food. In rural areas, this
distance is increased to 10 miles…not difficult in
NE Ohio. This plays a significant role in health
outcomes. In the 2022 County Health Rankings,
Ashtabula ranked 73rd out of 88 counties overall
(www.countyhealthrankings.org/app/ohio/2022/
overview ). This number quantifies several
components including: length and quality of life,
health behaviors, access and quality of care, social and economic factors and physical environment. When singling out health behaviors, which
include access to fresh food, Ashtabula County
ranked 82nd in the state. The percentage of folks
living in Ashtabula County with limited access
to healthy food is 10% and we have a staggering
16% who live with food insecurity.

Food forests are an innovative way to transform
public green spaces, too. They are designed
to mimic forest ecosystems and where edible
plants are grown together to maximize use of
vertical and horizontal space. They are designed
with the goals to reconnect people with nature,
increase access to a variety of produce, educate
on growing permaculture techniques, build
community through social/environmental/health
justice and empowering people to share resources and eat nutritious and delicious food.

These numbers may seem bleak but it need
not be. Ashtabula County is resource rich! The
largest county in the state and bordered by Lake
Erie, now imagine walking through a garden of
abundance.

icist Brian May, Simon Smalls had a mane
of curly locks and replica “Red Special”
guitar whose crunchy chords (“Stone Cold
Crazy,” “Hammer to Fall”) and searing leads
(“Brighton Rock,” “Save Me”) could’ve been
mistaken for May’s own handiwork. “John
Deacon” wore a white graphic tee favored by
the bassist in the ‘80s and thumped a similar
Fender bass. And “Roger Taylor” had a shock
of blonde hair, sunglasses, and a striped shirt,
just like the drummer wore in the MTV era.

50,000 Watts of

Lite Mix

from Erie to Cleveland

LISTEN LIVE AT MIX971FM.COM
OR ON ECHO, APPLE OR
ANDROID DEVICES

The planting of this seed in NE Ohio does not
feel like a stretch. We have an abundance of
beautiful land, fresh water and mostly fresh air.
We are resource rich so why and how can we

Continued From Page 19

Myers-Mercury was committed to his role
throughout, wielding a half-microphone stand,
pivot-kicking / prancing like Mercury used
to do, and going unplugged for “Crazy Little
Thing Called Love.” We’ve seen lots of
shows at the MGM…but we can’t remember
another act—O.G. or cover band—that had
the crowd on its feet from get-go to “Radio Ga-Ga” (and through the electrifying
“Bohemian Rhapsody” / “We Will Rock You”
encore).
Killer Queen is a must-see rock show. And
even when you do see it, you’ll scarcely
believe it.

Lindsey Buckingham
April 22 at Kent Stage

Lindsey Buckingham mixed songs from his
esoteric solo career with Fleetwood Mac classics
like “Go Your Own Way,” “Tusk,” and “Second
Hands News” during a sold-out performance last
Friday night (April 22) at the Kent Stage.
The legendary guitarist, 72, seemed glad to be
back in front of people—especially after undergoing heart surgery and dealing with subsequent
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possibly live in a food desert?
The community is coming together in Dorset
Township, one of 27 townships in Ashtabula
County. Donna Devadoss, local permaculture
farmer/herbalist and nurse, is leading the team
of local farmers, community members and
like-minded folks from across the county, after
being offered the 7 acres around the Dorset
Community Center, to grow the first community
food forest in Ashtabula County. Many hope it
is the first of, at least, twenty-seven. So far, the
contours have been tilled, a mountain of mulch
has been delivered, over 100 trees have been
planted, the annual beds have been laid out and
marked. It’s a beautiful space with potential to
feed many families in the area. All are welcome
to plant, sow and reap.
If you are interested in learning more about the
Dorset Community Food Forest, donating plants,
working in the gardens or want to take a tour,
visit the facebook page: www.facebook.com/
DorsetFoodForest. Be inspired to lead a team for
your community.
vocal cord issues.
And that whole
COVID thing.
“We had to kick
things down the road
a bit,” said Buckingham, who’d been
eager to tour behind
his eponymous new
album.
But Buckingham was
a beacon of positive
energy in Kent,
where he delivered a master class in guitar on his
famous Rick Turner Model 1 (whose namesake
luthier recently passed away). Accompanied
by longtime (since 1997) right-hand man Neale
Heywood (who was celebrating a birthday),
Lindsey strummed, raked, and fingerpicked his
way through older gems “Not Too Late” (from
2006’s Under the Skin), “In Our Own Time”
(from 2011’s Seeds We Sow), “Soul Drifter”
(from 1992’s Out of the Cradle), and “I Must Go”
(from 1984’s Go Insane) before breezing through
four catchy, up-tempo new numbers (“Scream,”
“I Don’t Mind,” “Swan Song,” “On the Wrong
Side”).
Buckingham strapped on a fresh axe nearly every
song, and finished each with a robust roar or
enthusiastic “Yeah!” He reworked fan favorites
“Trouble” and “Big Love” into haunting, mesmeric acoustic solos, thrilled with Rumours folk
nugget “Never Going Back Again,” and (with
Heywood returning from a break), and ripped
through “Second Hand News” and “Tusk” with
ferocity. Sure, “Go Your Own Way” was a highlight. But equally stirring was the defiant “Doing
What I Can” somber (almost sinister), slow-burning jams “Shut Us Down” and “I’m So Afraid.”
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NOTES FROM TOM TODD
Musician Explains the Metric System
Do you remember, back in 7th grade, when
they said we would have to learn the metric
system? But then it was like the teacher forgot
to assign homework, and the whole learning-the-metric-system idea was dropped. And
we all let out a collective “Whew!” and went
back to trying to learn how to play a bar chord
on our guitars...

creepy little wormy things with a gajillion
legs. I know Milli Vanilli was a singing group
who, I understand, faked their live performances (and they probably used “milli-amps”
in their show.) So, a ‘milli’pede is probably
a fake centipede, so no need to worry. But if
your house is full of centipedes, I’d move.
Soon!

Well, surprise surprise! The metric system
isn’t going away. All the smart people (you
know - Europe, Asia, etc) are using it. Sooner
or later, we’ll have to learn how to use it too.
So, here’s a quick and easy course, from a
musician (the supreme source of knowledge,
don’t ya know), on how to understand the
metric system.

Kilograms: Remember Graham crackers? Of
course you don’t, they were boring! But back
in the old days, if you wanted a really posh
dinner party, you’d order a thousand (kilo
means a thousand) graham crackers, and a
thousand kilometers of milk, and you’d have
one heck of a swell feast!

First of all, electricity
Amps, milliamps: What we play our guitars
through. For example, a “2 amp” fuse would
work for two amps, although we musicians
just use a piece of rolled up tin foil as a
fuse.
Volts, millivolts: I don’t really understand
“volts” but I know it’s important to “get out
and volt.” They talk about it every four years
around November.
Watts, milliwatts: a measurement of how
deaf you are. If, for example, during a conversation, you ask, “What?” two times, that’s 2
watts. Older-aged people tend to say “what?”
more often, hence the word “wattage.” Guitar
players like amps with a lot of ‘watts.’
Other forms of measurement
Milliliters, millimeters: OK, I know that
“milli” things are very, very small. “Mini”
also means very small, as in “Miniskirts.” If
they had told us in the 7th grade that we’d be
studying miniskirts, we guys would have all
paid a lot more attention.
Centimeters: “Centi” just means “central,” I
think, and “meters” are people who are lonely
and want to meet other people. So, you’re in
the center of a bunch of friendly people. Nice.
That would be a groovy name for a bar: The
Central Meeters Nightclub.
Centiliters: There are 4.4 centiliters of booze
in a shot, so next time you’re at the bar, ask
the bartender for 4.4 centiliters of whiskey.
He’ll appreciate your enthusiasm for the
metric system!
Centipedes, Millipedes: Centipedes are

Kilometers: Kind of like a mile, only different. If you are converting miles per hour to
kilometers per hour, a ‘quick and dirty’ conversion method is to simply multiply the mph
by 1.60934458996732 times the hypotenuse,
and there you have it! Easy! Kilometers are
cool! You can be driving down the highway at
a boring 60 mph, or you could be flying along
at 100 kph! So, the sooner we adopt this language, the better. Just think how it’ll improve
our musical world:

TOM TODD

THE AMAZING
ONE-MAN-BAND

Thu, May 5 with CHEESEBURGERS IN PARADISE
Lorain CCC
Fri, May 6 Bahama Breeze, Pittsburgh
Tue, May 10 Fairport Harbor Senior Center 5:00 - 6:30
Fri, May 13 Old Firehouse Winery 6:00 - 10:00
Sat, May 14 Buccia Vineyards, Conneaut 6:00 - 9:00
Sun, May 15 Hartford Hill Winery 2:00 - 5:00
Fri, May 20 Stonegait Winery, Madison 5:00 - 8:00
Mon, May 23 Becker's, Saybrook, Car Show 5:00 - 8:00
Fri, May 27 Akron Zoo 5:00 - 9:00
Sat, May 28 Beerhead Bar, Concord, 6:00 - 9:00
Mon, May 30 Old Firehouse Winery 6:00 - 10:00
Tue, May 31 Cleveland Public Square
Lunchtime Concert 11:30 - 1:30
Mon, June 6 Old Firehouse Winery 6:00 - 10:00
check out

www.tomtoddmusic.com
for more information & pictures

Peter, Paul and Mary:
If you miss the train I’m on you will know that
I am gone
You can hear the whistle blow 160.9 kilometers.
Or how about
The Proclaimers:
Well I would walk 804.5 kilometers and I
would walk 804.5 kilometers more
Just to be the man who walked 1609 kilometers to fall down at your door.
Ah, yes, sweet music to my ears! And while
we’re at it, let’s get kilograms involved:
Tennessee Ernie Ford
Ya load 14,512 kilograms and what do ya get?
Another day older and deeper in debt!
So you see, this metric system is a breeze.
Now that I’ve cleared the air and shown you
there’s nothing to be afraid of, I’ll admit
that I am in no hurry for our government to
make us change. I’ll take my quarts and pints
and fl.oz’s and lbs. ‘Cuz you know with the
government, give them 2.54 centipedes and
they’ll take 1.6 kilomeeters!
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Across
1. Friends and aquaintances
5. Male title
8. Desert haven
13. Notion
14. Quote
15. Written form of musical
composition
16. Block
17. Tournament for
professionals and amateurs
18. Fruit of the gourd family
19. Soap opera
21. Short note
23. Conclusion
24. Jog
26. Fuel
27. Relating to bears
29. Descriptive word or phrase
34. Large Australian bird
35. University administrator
37. Leather with a napped
surface
38. Skilled and qualified to do
things well
40. South American cudchewing animal
43. Jokes
44. Dairy product
46. Yawn
48. Examine carefully
49. Kind of hawk

Solution on page 18

52. Card suit
54. Large body of water
55. Tubing
56. Not in use
59. Slender
61. Slanting typeface
65. Form of defense
67. Indication
69. Travel by horse
70. Relating to the kidneys
71. Give off
72. Trampled
73. Marsh plant
74. Lair
75. Showing vigorous good
health
Down
1. Osculation
2. Not in active use
3. Laceration
4. Customs
5. Small drink
6. Detail
7. Fail to fulfill an obligation
8. Kind of diffusion
9. Hot shot
10. Part of the foot
11. Golf club
12. Transmit
14. Military rank
20. Desiccated

22. Chart
25. Type of duck
27. Shadow
28. Measuring stick
30. Small powerful boat
31. Throw with great effort
32. Borders
33. Trial
34. Apiece
36. Old horse
39. Sense organ
41. Mixture of ground animal
feeds
42. Assign a duty
45. Projectile
47. Direction
50. Fish
51. Elevated
53. Paucity
56. Paddles
57. Run away
58. Discover
60. Act without words
62. Former Italian
currency
63. Object of worship
64. Surrender
66. Container
68. Liquor flavored with
juniper berries

WATCH IT
Can you find the hidden words? They may be horizontal,
vertical, diagonal, forwards or backwards.

~Rick Ray~
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ALARM CLOCK,
ANALOG,
ATOMIC CLOCK,
BALANCE WHEEL,
CARRIAGE CLOCK,
CHRONOMETER,
CUCKOO CLOCK,
DIAL,
DIGITAL,
ESCAPEMENT, FACE,
GRANDFATHER CLOCK,
HAIRSPRING,
HANDS, HOUR,
HOURGLASS,
MINUTE, MOVEMENT,
PENDULUM,
POCKET WATCH,
SANDGLASS, SECOND,
STOPWATCH,
SUNDIAL, TIME,
TIMEPIECE,
TIMER,
WALL CLOCK,
WATCH,
WATER CLOCK,
WRISTWATCH.

North Coast Voice
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WOOF WEDNESDAYS

Help support our local shelters every
Wednesday evening beginning June 1st.

WINE RUN 5K
June 5 9 am
See website to register.

WINE & BEER DELIVERED
TO YOUR HOME!!
A

shtabula*Lake*Geauga*Medina*Summit*Cuyahoga

MusiScchedule
www.valleywinegroup.com

5/4 Mitch Larson
5/6 John Gall
5/7 The Gunz
5/8 Eric Andrews
5/11 Just Andy
5/13 Kelly & Randall
WED 6 : 3 0 5/14 John Gall
5/15 High Horse Duo
9:30
5/20 Legacy
5/21 Wicked Vinyl
FRI 6 : 3 0 5/22 John Gall
5/25 Eric Andrews
10:30
5/27 Jimmy Mrozek
5/28 Porch Rockers
5/29 Uncharted Course S A T 3 : 3 0 5/30 Mitch Larson
7:30
6/1 Steve Madewell
6/3 Light of Day
SUN 2 : 0 0 6/4 5 o'Clock Somewhere
5:00
6/5 Jimmy Mrozek
6/8 Porch Rockers
More Info:
7840 Doty Rd. Madison, OH 44057
440-466-3485
WINERY HOURS:

www.debonne.com

Sunday thru Tuesday: 12-6; Wednesday 12-10; Thursday 12-8;
Saturday 12-8; Friday 12-11

FOOD & WINE PAIRING IN THE
CELLAR

Sat. May 7~ 14~ 21 1 pm $25 pp
4 small plates 5 wine samples

BEACH GLASS FRA ED ART CLASS

Thursday May 5th 6 pm

$28

pp

BRUSHES & LUSHES CLASS

Thursday May 12th 6 pm $30pp

WOOF, WAG & WI E FOOD & WI E
TRAIL WITH YOUR DOG

June 6th thru 12th Noon-6 pm

Mu sic Sche dule

Jess Briggs
5/6 Randall Coumos
5/7 Ro Lundi
5/8 Dave Young
5/12 Jess Briggs
5/13 Sammi Butler
5/14 Jimmy Mroze
thur 6 : 00 5/15 Stan Miller
8 : 00
5/1 Jess Briggs
5/20 2 Kings
5/21 KRoll
fri 7 : 00 5/22 Maria Petti
9 : 30
5/26 Jess Briggs
5/27 Maria Petti
sat 7 : 00 5/28 Solo 6 String
9 : 30
5/2 Randall Coumos
5/30 Randall Coumos
6/2 Jess Briggs
sun 4 : 00 6/3 3 For All
7 : 00
6/4 TBA
6/5 Joshua Roert
More Info:
575 Madison Rd. Madison, OH 44 57
5/5

44 -298-9838

WINERY HOURS:

g andrivercellars.com

www. r

Monday Tuesday: 12-6; Wednesday Sunday 12-8;
Tursday 12-8; Friday Saturday 12-1
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